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Owner hopes ABA team will enhance MSU,region
jil
e
kk team roster.
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
The
release
Murray and Calloway County have
stated that the
high school hoops teams and Division I
team
will
be
college basketball. Now, the communiknown as the
ty may add a professional team to its
Kentucky
roundball resume.
Colonels, which
The
American
Basketball harkens back to the original incarnation
Association — known for its famously of the ABA from 1967-69 and then
patriotic red, white and blue basketball 1975-76 before that initial ABA league
— announced Thursday that Murray folded and merged with the NBA.
would host a new expansion team for
That team played in Louisville and
2007 to join the league's current 52- featured innovative play and ball-handling for the time, as well as the first

female professional basketball player.
The Colonels also tapped into the
natural basketball lore of the Bluegrass
State with former University of
Kentucky players like Louie Dampier
and Dan Issel. as well as coaches like
former Wildcats Alex Groza and Frank
Ramsey.
Perhaps the Kentucky ABA team's
most famous coach. though. was Hubie
Brown, who went on to coach several
NBA teams after leading the Colonels
to an ABA Championship over the
Indiana Pacers in 1974-75.

Details are still being worked out for the high-flying dunks and break-neck
Murray's version of the Colonels, quickness that it has now
according to owner Steve Van Wales,
'The ABA brought all that... he said.
who said it is an exciting opportunity
The new ABA's rules also offer
for Murray, western Kentucky and all some uniqueness. too Players operate
of the commonwealth
with a 17-second shot clock and a 7"It's a wonderful thing.- he said in a second backcourt count. Also. shots
telephone interview. —The game is won- from beyond the halfcourt stripe are
derful. It's fan-friendly. I'm excited worth four points.
about the opportunity."
A former Murray State 'Bred, Van
Van Wacs, who has been involved in Waes said while details such as where
pharmaceuticals
and
marketing,
explained that before the ABA's merger
with the NBA, pro basketball lacked •See Page 2A

Donations of
blood needed
to start year
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Calling all blood donors:
You're needed to help replenish
the supply following the holidays.
Even though nothing traumatic has happened, plenty of
people still need blood donations. More than 800 pints of
blood are needed every day in
the American Red Cross'
Tennessee Valley Region. which
includes much of Tennessee,
southwestern Kentucky and
parts of Illinois and Missauti.
Even more specifically, someone in this region uses at least
one blood product every two
minutes,
Following the holidays, some
attention is put on addressing the
need for adequate blood supply.
January is National Volunteer
Blood Donor Month.
T "We've been encouraging

people to start off the new year
by donating blood, maybe even
setting a new year's resolution
to donate blood at least four
times a year," said Jessica
Dettmer, a communications
coordinator for Red Cross.
Dita Gardner works throughout western Kentucky, including
Calloway County. as a donor
recruitment representative for
the Red Cross. She said people
understand victims of traumatic
situations — such as car crashes
— depend on blood donations,
but so do people suffering from
prolonged illnesses. Those
needs are constant.
"So many people don't realize these blood products help
cancer
patients. Everyone
knows someone who has been
affected by cancer." Gardner
said. "It's not just from a trauma

See Page 2A

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Lodi* & Tines

Murray resident Mike Lovins donates blood Thursday afternoon at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Blood Bank — just as
he has every eight weeks since 1984. With Thursday's collection he's one pint away from giving a total of 8 gallons. Pictured
with Lovins is donor recruiter Beth Wiggins.

Tobacco expo deals with assistance
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Help is available to Calloway
County and other Purchase Area
burley and dark-fired tobacco
growers who want to learn more
about the economics of improving the yield of their crop
through the University of
Kentucky's Farm Business
Management.program.
Jennifer Rogers, a district
representative for UK at the
Graves County Cooperative
Extension Office, presented
details of the program to growers during the Western Kentucky
Tobacco Expo at Murray State
University's Curtis Center
Thursday afternoon.
About 100 or more growers,
local, regional and state agricultural officials, and representatives from many tobacco or agriculture-related businesses spent
the day in presentations and
seminars covering tobaccoTOM BERRY/ Lodger & Times
related topics such as dark
tobacco production, fungicides. Jennifer Rogers, a representative of UK's Farm Business Management Program, tells growers
tobacco economics, burley vari- about the assistance they can find in running their own tobacco enterprise on the program's
eties and conservation tillage for Internet Web site during the Western Kentucky Tobacco Expo at Murray State University
tobacco production.
Thursday. The site will allow growers to predict yield and profits by plugging their costs and
Rogers told a small group of acreage into a spreadsheet-type program.
growers gathered for a seminar
states where it has never been www.uky.edu/ag/tobaccoecon
in tobacco economics that times enterprise.
"I think we all know now that grown before. You also can't — the official Web site of UK's
have changed for dark and burley tobacco growers who must it's a competitive industry," she grow it and automatically expect Tobacco Economics program.
now face marketplace competi- said, referring to new company- to sell it. It's completely differ- She described the site as a
resource that farmers can utilize
tion. She said a grower Must based contract buying versus the ent."
Rogers said help with run- in conducting their own tobacco
now not only grow his own former tobacco quota system
crop, but also expect to run an established in the 1930s. "We ning the business of growing the
operation as a small business see tobacco growing in other leaf can now be found online at II See Page 2A
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Calloway to receive
funds for emergency
food, shelter plans
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County has been chosen to receive $21.166 to supplement emergency food and shelter programs in the county.
The selection was made by a national hoard that is chaired by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency(FEMA)and consists of representatives from The Salvation Army.. American Red
Cross; United Jewish Communities; Catholic Charities. USA;
National Council of the Churches of Chnst in the USA; and.
United Way of America which will provide the administrative
staff and function as fiscal agent.
The board was charged to distribute funds appropriated by
Congress to help expand the capacity of food and shelter programs in high-need areas around the country.
A local board made up of the mayor. United Way, county.
judge-executive, American Red Cross. family resource center
and churches in the community will determine how the funds
awarded to Calloway County are to be distributed among the
emergency food and shelter programs run by local service
organizations in the area.
The local board is responsible for recommending agencies to
receive these funds and any additional funds available under this
phase of the program.
Under the terms of the grant from the National Board, local
organizations chosen to receive funds must:
— be private voluntary non-profits or units of government.
— have an accounting system,
— practice nondiscrimination.
— have demonstrated the capability to deliver emergency
food and/or shelter programs, and
— if they are a private voluntary organization. they must
have a voluntary board.
Qualifying organizations are urged to apply.
Calloway County has distributed Emergency Food anti
O See Page 2A
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U.S. Embassy investigates
report of American kidnapped
BAGHDAD, Iraq (API — The U.S. Embassy said it was
investigating reports that an American civilian was kidnapped
today in southern Iraq.
Police in the city of Basra said a U.S. civilian and two Iraqis
were abducted in the northern part of the city, according to
Voices of Iraq, an independent news agency.
It quoted the city's police chief, Maj. Gen. Mohammed
Hamadi al-Musawi, as saying they were kidnapped while on
their way to Basra from the province of Maysan in a civilian
vehicle.
"We're aware of the reports and are trying to determine the
status and welfare of the individual in question." U.S. Embassy
spokesman Lou Fintor said.
Maj. Charlie Burbridge, a spokesman for the British military,
said a Western employee of a private security firm had been kidnapped. He declined to comment further.
The British have a large contingent of troops based in Basra.

FTC fines marketers
of diet pills over claims
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Now that you've indulged in all
those holiday goodies and made
that New Year's resolution to
shed some pounds, the government says don't count on a diet
pill to help.
The
Federal
Trade
Commission said Thursday it
was fining the marketers of four
weight-loss drugs a collective
$25 million for false advertising
claims. Despite that, the pills —
Xenadrine EFX, CortiSlim,
One-A-Day WeightSmart and
TrimSpa — will remain on store
shelves.
"It is resolution time again.
isn't it" said FTC Chairman
Deborah Platt Majoras. "We're
implementing our resolution to
fight back against companies
that use deceptive advertising
claims."
Some of the products marketed their claims through infomercials or celebrity endorsements.
Anna Nicole Smith, for example, has endorsed TrimSpa.
"Testimonials from individuals are not a substitute for science," Majoras said."And that's
what Americans need to understand."
The FTC investigated a variety of claims, including rapid
weight loss and reduction in the
risk
of
osteoporosis,
Alzheimer's and even cancer.
Majoras noted.
A fine of at least $8 million
was levied against the marketer
of Xenadrine EFX, made by
New Jersey-based Nutraquest,
Inc., formerly known as

Siknming down with
weight-loss pills
Sales of weight-loss pills peaked
at $2 1 billion in 2002. but have
dropped to $1 6 billion

Weight-loss pill sates
$2.5 Mon
20
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NOTE The FDA banned ephedra products
.n 2004 Many ephedra-containino
products were removed from retarl shelves
in early 2003
SOURCE Nutntion Business Journal
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Cytodyne Technologies.
Majoras said Xenadrine had a
study showing that people who
took a placebo lost more weight
than those taking the pill. The
FTC's investigation also found
that consumer endorsers — people who appear in the beforeand-after pictures in many ads
— lost weight by engaging in
rigorous diet and exercise programs.
A $12 million fine was
assessed against Window Rock
Health Laboratories, the marketers of CortiSlim. Majoras
said CortiSlim falsely promised
that all users would see permanent and fast weight loss, and
that its TV infomercials were
"deceptively formatted" to
appear as talk shows.

Owner hopes ...
From Front
the team will play come the November start of the 2007-08 season
have not been nailed down yet, his emphasis is on the team being a
cooperative effort to promote MSU and its athletics, as well as high
school sports in the region.
"I've told people that I don't want this to be a competition with
Murray State. I want to help enhance Murray State," he said. "I
played baseball at Murray State and I want to help and do the things
to help the community and the city, but also help the high schools in
the area as well.
"I'd like for this to be a state-wide thing."
The ABA has three divisions — red, white and blue. Alreadyestablished teams in the Kentucky area include the Arkansas Aeros,
Arkansas Rivercatz, Knoxville Noise, St. Louis Stunners and
Tennessee Mud Frogs.

Louisville cut from terror grant program
WASHINGTON (AP)
Four U.S. cities will get a fresh
infusion of federal anti-terror
grant money, and four others,
including one in Kentucky, will
be cut off from such grants,
under a new government list of
urban areas considered at serious risk of attacks and eligible to
share $747 million.
The list obtained Thursday
by The Associated Press shows
the four newly eligible cities are
El Paso, Texas; Norfolk, Va.;
Providence, R.I.; and Tucson,
An.
The cities that were cut from
the list of 45 metropolitan areas
are Toledo, Ohio; Baton Rouge,
La.; Louisville, Ky.; and Omaha,
Neb.
The Homeland Security
Department has come under
intense scrutiny for its decisions
in the Urban Area Security
Initiative, or UASI, which is the
only pool of federal money
designed to go to localities
based solely on their risk of terror attacks.

Officials in New York and cities from the list, it spared sevseveral other major cities were eral others that were warned in
furious last year when the 2006 that they might be cut off.
agency announced major cuts to Those spared cities were Las
their funding while sending mil- Vegas, Nev., Buffalo, N.Y.,
lions of dollars to places like Oklahoma City, Okla.; Tampa,
Diego, Calif.;
Omaha and Louisville, which Fla.: San
and
Calif.;
are generally considered to face Sacramento,
Phoenix, Ariz.
less risk of terrorism.
The UASI list also does not
The agency may officially
announce the decision AS early include a smaller, separate pot of
as Friday, though the designa- grant money to protect urban
tions do not yet come with fixed infrastructure, like public transit
dollar amounts. Those are systems. An announcement on
expected later this year, most that money is expected next
likely in May, after the govern- week.
The actual UASI payments
ment has reviewed the cities'
vary widely from place to place.
grant applications.
Under the program, DHS and even year to year. In the
awards money not just to an 2005 budget year, for example,
individual city, but to the entire Los Angeles received $65 milmetropolitan area.
lion, while Jacksonville, Fla. got
This year, DHS chose to $6.9 million.
lump together New York City
Since the Sept. 11 attacks
and northern New Jersey into a cities like New York and
single area. Last year, the Washington have received the
agency kept them separate, giv- lion's share of the UASI money,
ing money directly to Jersey but city officials protested furiCity and Newark.
ously last May when funding for
While the agency did cut four each was cut by 40 percent.

The program was launched
after the terronst attacks of Sept.
.
I I, 2001, and has since been the.
focus of yearly wrangling
between the Bush administration and some in Congress who
want a larger share of federal
largesse to be distributed based
solely on nsk.
Sen. Charles Schumer, 0N.Y., said Thursday he was concerned New York might be put
at a disadvantage by having to
split its share of funding with '
northern New Jersey.
"This could spell trouble. If
they give out one pot of money
to two areas, we cannot let that
translate into fewer dollars,"
said Schumer.
The new Democratic majority in Congress, sworn in
Thursday, has pledged to revise
grant spending to distribute billions of federal anti-terror grants
based on nsk. The House is
expected to take up such legislation next week as part of a package based on the recommendations of the 9/11 Commission.

III Tobacco expo ...
From Front
enterprise.
The site allows a grower to
enter the specific information on
the costs of fungicides and other
farm chemicals, fertilizers, fuel
costs, acreage, farm labor cost,
insurance costs and other factors
and calculate the approximated
seasonal yield and profit per
acre.
"The calculations can be
done with the table when you
plug in your costs and it estimates your return," she said.
"The deal is to do your own
records; to have your own enterprise analysis."
Rogers said the service,
which is available to Purchase
area growers through the Graves
County Agricultural Extension
Service, can also provide help
in keeping records and management analysis as well as lender
and tax information.
The program can also provide growers with information
concerning the burley tobacco
buy-out and what to expect concerning collection of funds
under the program. However she
noted that Kentucky will not tax
any of the money farmers will
collect from the allocations and
that recipients have the choice of
taking a lump-sum payment.
For more information about
the Web site or the Farm
Business Management Program,
contact Rogers at 1-270-247503 1.
Earlier in the day, Andy
Bailey, a tobacco specialist with
the UK/University of Tennessee
Cooperative Program, discussed
the result of several experiments
with dark-fired tobacco in
Christian. Carlisle and Caldwell
counties and the new information gathered concerning crop
resistance to a variety of threats
such as black shank and suckers.
The experiments were conducted to improve dark-fired

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

The Western Kentucky Tobacco Expo was held Thursday at Murray State University's Curns
Center and featured a senes of educational seminars sponsored by the University of
Kentucky's Cooperative Extension Service. Seminar topics included such topics as
"Fungicides - What's New for 2007," "Tobacco Economics and Farm Analysis" and "Emerging
Burley Vaneties." A Trade Show held during the event showcased numerous sponsors from
throughout the region. Pictured above, Bernice E. Garland, left, and John L. Tucker talk with
Virgil Kimmel at the Conklin Agronomics booth. Garland and Tucker are district managers with
Conklin and Kimmel is a national sales director.
tobacco's resistance to threats N111."
being the preferred method.
while encouraging upright
Bailey said the program is
Bailey also pointed out that
growth and increased yields.
working with different ways to crop yields have been shown to
"Dark tobacco is not as apply chemicals to control suck- improve the longer the tobacco
resistant to black shank as bur- ers — or axillary budding that is left in the field. According to
ley. although we are trying to get acts as a parasite causing a lack test data, a grower could reasonit that way," he said.
of nutrients and loss of weight in ably expect to collect an addiThe use of a variety of chem- healthy leaves — as well as tional $275 at the market for
icals on experimental dark-fired tomato spotted wilt virus. every week the crop is left in the
leaf varieties were studied dur- _However there have been some field past standard harvest deading the trials with Royal MH issues concerning the protection line.
recommended as the most effec- of workers from exposure to
"Of course you take a risk in
tive chemical treatment for various chemicals as well as the doing that," he said. "You may
suckers.
intense labor required during get a hail storm by leaving it out
"It's hard to beat," Bailey application.
too long, but you can expect
said. —There were a lot of variExperimentation with differ- about $300 for every week you
ables that we looked at and that ent ways of applying the chemi- leave it out."
we're trying to find without cals are sought with spraying

II Donations of ...

CLIPPIG CCUPES,
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From Front
situation."
To give blood, donors must
be at least 17 years old, weigh at
least 110 pounds and not have
donated blood in the last eight
weeks.
And while 60 percent of the
population is physically eligible

to donate, less than 5 percent
does, according to the American
Red Cross. Keep in mind that by
the time we're 80 years old, at
least 70 percent of us will use
some type of blood product.
Donors are even harder to
come this time of the year.
"Any time during the holi-
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days, people are in the middle of
the hustle and bustle and they
don't have time to roll up their
sleeve," Gardner said.
But this holiday season may
not have drained the supply as
much as years past, according to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Blood Bank donor
recruiter Melissa Shampine.
Even so, Shampine said the
blood bank has a need for Anegative, B-positive and B-negative.
"We're doing rather well,"
Shampine said. "The holidays
were pretty kind to us this year."
Just as he has every eight
weeks since 1984, Mike Lovins
donated blood Thursday afternoon at the MCCH Blood Bank.
He's quick to point out that making the contribution is quick and
painless — "and you never
know when you might need it."
Gardner said the need for 0negative blood is always there,
but the supply of every type is
low right now. Responding to
this need. the Red Cross had a

drive on New Year's Eve at
Kroger in Murray.
"Whether it's a planned
blood drive or 'oh my gosh we
need to go somewhere fast,'
Murray is one of the first places
I call," Gardner said. And that's
what she did over the holidays.
"We collected 20 pints of blood,
but that's 20 more pints than we
had before."
The Red Cross has three
blood drives scheduled this
month:
—Jan. 22 from I to 6 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church;
—Jan. 27 from 9 a.m. to I
p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray: and
—Jan. 30-31 from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. both days at Murray
State's Curris Center.
The MCCH Blood Bank has
a drive scheduled from I to 5
p.m. Jan. 16 and 17 at Briggs &
Stratton Corp. Donors also can
give blood at MCCH's Blood
Bank. housed on the first floor,
from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

•Calloway to ...
From Front
Shelter funds previously with Need Line participating.
This agency

was responsible for providing meals, lodging and utilities for 166
households.
Public or private voluntary organizations interested in applying
for Emergency Food and Shelter Program funds must contact Peggy
Billington. 753-0317, at the United Way office located at 607 Poplar
Street for an application.
The deadline for applications is Jan. II.
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Eastern Ky. man charged in
stabbing death
STRUNK, Ky. (AP) — An eastern Kentucky
woman was fatally stabbed and four other people
were injured in a fight Thursday, said police, who
arrested a man on murder and assault charges.
Troy Baird, 30, of Strunk in McCreary County,
was charged with murder in the death of Betty L.
Crabtree, 56, of Pinekw.)t, also in McCreary
County.
Four others — Crabtree's husband. Foster
Crabtree, 61; Wilma Jones, 55, of Stearns; Lonnie
King, 45, of Pineknot; and Randall Walls, whose
age and address were unknown — weretreated for
stab wounds at the University of Tennessee hospital, Kentucky State Police Trooper Don Trosper
said. Foster Crabtree was released, and the other
three were stable, police said.
Baird was charged with murder. first-degree
robbery and four counts of first-degree assault,
police said.
Trosper said the Crabtrees allowed Baird into
their home before the fight started. State police
responded to the scene about 12:30 a.m.
Baird was being held Thursday in the
McCreary County jail.

Truck carrying radioactive
material involved in crash
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
A truck carrying
radioactive material from a nuclear plant in
Paducah was involved in a crash with another
vehicle, authorities said.
There was no chemical spill in the wreck outside the plant on U.S. 60 in West Paducah. an official with the McCracken County Sheriff's Office
said.
A convoy of four trucks left the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant at about 10:30 a.m. CDT
Thursday, each carrying about 5,000 pounds of
uranium hexaflouride, said Elizabeth Stuckle. a
spokeswoman for the United States Enrichment
Corp. She said that a small truck hit the last tractor-trailer truck carrying the enriched uranium.
The material is transported in "protective overpacks designed to protect the cylinders in a major
accident." Stuckle said.
-This was just a minor bump," she said. "The
trucks had just pulled out onto the highway and
they were going slow."
The material was headed for the Port of
Oakland in California to be shipped to an overseas
customer. Stuckle said.
Uranium hexafluoride is a chemical compound
used during the uranium enrichment process. The
low-level radioactive compound is used to fuel
nuclear reactors. In its solid form, the compound is
a white, dense, crystalline material that resembles
rock salt.
Stuckle said USEC ships about 1,200 cylinders
of the substance on about 300 trucks in a typical
year. USEC supplies 27 percent of the world's uranium, providing fuel for 150 reactors on three continents, she said.
USEC contracts with Transport Logistics
International, the largest transporter of nuclear
material within the United States.
Rod Fisk, president of TL1, said wrecks of this
sort are "extremely rare."

Beshear raises $200,000
in first month of campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Former Lt. Gov.
Steve Beshear, now a Democratic candidate for
governor, has raised $219,000 for his race, his
campaign office announced Thursday.
Beshear and running mate Daniel Mongiardo, a
state senator and physician from Hazard, received
contributions from 279 people.
"We are delighted with this outpouring of support during the holiday season,- Beshear said in a
statement Thursday. "This shows the excitement
and energy surrounding this campaign."
In addition to the contributions, Beshear and
Mongiardo loaned the campaign $25,000 each.

W. Ky. prosecutor enters
race for attorney general
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A western
Kentucky prosecutor is the first person to enter
this year's race for attorney general.
Timothy Coleman, 48, a Republican from
Morgantown, filed his candidacy papers with the
secretary of state's office on Thursday.
Coleman. who has served since 2001 as commonwealth's attorney in Butler, Edmonson,
Hancock and Ohio counties, is making his first bid
for statewide office.
He served on the Fayette County Republican
Executive Committee from 1994 to 1997 while
working in private practice in Lexington with the
firm of Jackson and Kelly. He opened his own
office in Morgantown in 1997 and served as Butler

County attorney trom 1999 to 2000.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo, a Democrat.
hasn't said yet whether he will seek re-election
the job or run for governor.

Stepfather charged in fire
where teen was found dead
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.(API -- A man WAS
charged with first-degree arson Thursday in a fire
last month in which his stepdaughter was found
dead, an official said.
Michael Neace, 40, of Mount Sterling, was
being held in the Montgomery County jail. the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported on its Web site.
Christina Woods, 16, died in the Dec. 29 fire.
Firefighters were called to a two-story home
Dec. 29. They rescued Neace, who was conscious
but had serious burn injuries and a knife wound,
Kentucky State Police spokesman Ralph Lockard
said.
Neace was flown to the University of Kentucky
Hospital. Lockard would not say how officials
think Neace was injured by a knife.
Woods' body was recovered from a first-floor
bedroom, which is where the fire appears to have
started, county Fire Chief Larry Potter said. The
rest of the house suffered only minor damage from
the heat, smoke and water.
Woods was pronounced dead at the scene.
Montgomery County Coroner Wally Johnson had
not released the cause of death. but Lockard said
there was a possibility that her death was caused
by more than the fire.
On Saturday, investigators confirmed that the
house was intentionally set afire. Woods' death
was subsequently ruled a homicide

Judge decides Methodists
rightful owner of $20M
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — The Good
Samaritan Foundation planned to appeal a decision by Fayette Circuit Judge Gary Payne that The
Kentucky Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church is the rightful owner of an estimated $20 million from the foundation's sale of a
hospital.
The Good Samaritan Foundation has traditionally made annual grants, primarily to organizations that provide health care to needy
Kentuckians and to health education efforts.
Dr. James Holsinger, chairman of the foundation board, said Thursday he expects to appeal the
judge's decision to turn the funds over to the
church. The money for the grants came from a
trust created with money from the 1995 sale of
Good Samaritan Hospital in Lexington to
ColumbiaMCA Healthcare Corp. After the sale,
the board of the Good Samaritan Foundation put
the proceeds into an endowment fund that typically awarded about SI million a year in grants.
'The Methodist Church filed suit in 2000, claiming it owned the hospital at the time of the sale and
should control the money. Payne ruled three years
later that the church was the rightful owner and
that the money was actually being held in trust for
the church.
The foundation appealed, and the appeals court
sent the case back to Payne.
In Payne's final ruling on the case, signed Dec.
22. he reaffirmed his earlier decision and ordered
that the trustees on the board of the Good
Samaritan Foundation be replaced with a new
board appointed by the church to govern the
money.

Former postmaster gets
probation after guilty plea

Friday, isearaary 5, 2407 • 3A

House Dems lay out
'07 legislative plans
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FR,ANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Democratic lawmakers'
legislative plans for the 2007
General Assembly include
increasing the state's minimum
wage and limiting the governor's power to issue pardons.
The plan touted Thursday by
Speaker Jody Richards. DBowling. included more than a
dozen topics Democrats intend
to push dunng the early days of
the legislature's 30-day session
that began this week.
"We should be able to pass
them quickly,- Richards said of
the legislative proposals. "And
let me tell you, we intend to pass
those very quickly and send
them to the Senate."
Democratic legislators are
planning to meet privately next
week and may expand their legislative pnonties, Richards said.
Twelve of the Democrats' 15
current proposals, including a
requirement that small children
ride in booster seats in vehicles,
had previously passed the House
but did not become law,
Richards said. Three others.
including the idea to limit gubernatorial pardoning powers, did
not clear House muster when
previously proposed.
Topping the list was lawmakers' plans to revisit the $370 million in projects Gov. Ernie
Fletcher slashed from the state's
$18.1 billion budget last year.
Richards estimated that would
cost the state's general fund
between $8 million and $11 million.
Most projects Fletcher cut
were construction projects at
public universities across the
state that would have been paid
for with agency bonds.
However. Fletcher's budget
office has predicted state government would have almost
$280 million more to work with
than was anticipated when the
budget was crafted last year.
Fletcher has been touring the
state and established a Web site
asking residents how that
expected surplus should be
spent.

AP

Republican Reps. John Draud of Edgewood, left. and Jur
DeCesare of Bowling Green talk during the legislative sessior
in Frankfort, Ky.. Thursday.
House budget chairman in Kentucky feel that pardoning
Harry Moberly. D-Richmond, — the ability of the governor
said that extra revenue was only just to pardon people cute
a "technical surplus.- The state
blanche -- is too broad,"
already has a structural imbal- Richards said. "It needs to be, in
ance that's "at least $100 mil- my judgment. reined in"
lion" and various other financial
Senate President David
commitments such as raising Williams, R-Burkesville, howteachers' pay and liabilities in ever, said he was not inclined to
state pension systems. Moberly deal with either the minimum
said.
wage or pardoning issues
"As a practical matter, we'll
Federal legislators. Williams
be lucky if it's enough to meet said, were likely to deal with the
our current commitments," mitumum wage issue instead.
Moberly said of the extra
Williams also said he did not
money.
think the constitution should be
Richards, flanked by 60 other changed because of disagreeDemocrats in his caucus, said ments over a governor's justifihis colleagues were intent on cation for issuing pardons.
increasing the state's minimum Instead, if voters or legislators
wage.
disagree. they could retaliate at
House Democrats were also the ballot box or through
interested in passing a proposed impeachment, Williams said.
constitutional amendment that
"I'm not in favor of amendwould seek to limit future gover- ing the constitution because
nors' pardon powers.
people aren't pleased with this
The proposal comes in the governor's action on this one
wake of Fletcher's decision dur- particular situation,- Williams
ing the state hiring investigation said.
to grant a blanket pardon to his
Lawmakers will convene
entire administration. Former Friday before taking an approxiGov. Paul Patton also pardoned mately monthlong break.
some friends who were facing
Senate Republican legislalegal
troubles.
However, tors, who hold the majority in
Richards said the plan was not that chamber, would be
aimed at any. particular gover- announcing their plans during
nor.
the next few weeks, Williams
"I do think that most people said.

Remaining Cars8,
Trucks

SOMERSET, Ky.(AP)— A former postmaster
pleaded guilty to stealing prescription drugs from
the mail and was placed on probation.
Judge Thomas B. Russell on Wednesday placed
Phillip Thomas Crump,49, of Nancy, on probation
for two years after a sentencing hearing in U.S
District Court in Bowling Green.
Crump pleaded guilty in September to stealing
more than 45 pieces of mail sent by the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs to Kentucky residents from January 2004 to December 2005. The
mail contained prescription drugs including the
pain medication Lortab, which Crump took for his
own use, according to a statement from the U.S.
Department of Justice. Crump was postmaster of
Russell County at that time.
The case was prosecuted by Assistant U.S.
Attorney David Weiser and was investigated by
the U.S. Postal Inspections Service.
Crump was also a former employee of the
Somerset Post Office.
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In June ot 2004, when then-House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-CA) was trying to put the best face on Democratic
intentions should they win a majority in the 2006 election,
she issued a "minority bill of rights." It promised that
Democrats would not treat Republicans as Republicans often
treated Democrats should voters put Democrats back in
charge of the House.
Pelosi promised a "bipartisan administration of .the House"
and a return to a more "regular democratic order for legislation." That meant bills would be considered under a procedure that "allows open, full and fair debate consisting of a
full amendment process that grants the
minority the right to offer its alternatives,
including a substitute." Pelosi promised,
"Members should have at least 24 hours to
examine bills and conference report text
prior to floor consideration. Rules governing floor debate must be reported before
10 p.m. for a bill to be considered the following day."
In the political version of what might
be called, "of course, I'll respect you in
the morning," House Democrats have
Cal's
Thoughts announced they intend to break that promwill use House rules to keep
By Cal Thomas ise. They
Republicans from offering alternative meassyndicated
ures because they want to show voters
Columnist
how quickly they can pass their "first 100
hours" agenda and allowing Republicans to offer amendments
or alternative legislation, they figure, would slow them down.
Republicans are complaining about this, as one might
expect, but after 12 years of treating Democrats as if they
were subjects in a GOP dictatorship, they are unlikely to
attract much sympathy. Plus, Democrats will have much of
the big media on their side, which the Republicans, during
their time in the majority, did not. The media treated every
Republican legislative effort as insensitive, cruel and beneficial only to "the rich." Don't look for any "Gingrich That
Stole Christmas" covers like Time magazine ran on former
Speaker Newt Gingrich. The media will treat Democrats as
caring, compassionate crusaders for the common man.
Here's one major difference between the 1994 election and
the one in 2006 and the aftermath from each. In 1994,
Republicans told voters, before and after the election, precisely what they would do. Speaker Newt Gingrich did not
promise. fealty with Democrats, nor did he promise to practice a political Golden Rule. Voters disgusted with Democrats
had given Republicans a mandate and they would ram
through their "Contract with America."
Democrats promised they would practice a political Golden Rule, doing unto Republicans what they wished Republicans had done unto them. I recommended such a strategy
for Republicans in 1994, suggesting that kindness and inclusiveness would serve Republicans better in the long run than
a victory dance on Democrats' political grave. That advice
was ignored, contributing to Democratic anger and bitterness
and to the Republican defeat last November.
Democrats now face the same temptations that power
always brings and the same pressures from their liberal interest groups that Republicans faced 12 years ago from their
conservative interest groups. Unlike the Republicans, however,
Democrats promised to behave differently. They claimed to
have learned their lessons from the way they used to treat
Republicans - and the way Republicans treated them. Apparently they will not be different, at least not until they push
through their agenda that includes a minimum wage increase
and ethics reform.
It is ethics reform that will - and should - receive the
• most attention. Voters have not trusted government for some
time and the polls show their approval ratings for Congress
are even lower than President Bush's approval numbers. The
House will first consider ethics rules for itself and next
month plans to take up bipartisan lobbying reform legislation
*posed by Rep. Marty Meehan (13-MA) and Christopher
Shays (R-CT) that would create an Office of Public Integrity
to help enforce the new rules.
Will the Democratic leadership live up to the public's
expectations, or down to their political lower natures?
Democrats have a unique opportunity to reinvent themselves
and restore public confidence. For the sake of the national
interest, Um hoping they rise to that occasion, but politicians
being who and what they are, I'm betting they'll yield to
temptation and conduct business as usual. But for the country's sake. I hope I'm wrong.
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Calloway economic trends better than nation's
An editorial appearing in
U.S. News and World Report
on Dec. 25 by U.S. News
Editor-in-Chief Mortimer B.
Zuckerman claims that millions of middle class citizens
throughout this country feel
that they are at great risk.
The editorial states that most
financial and economic
opportunities and gains have
gone strictly to the wealthiest
segment of people with the
working class median income
falling over the past five
years.
U.S. News and World
Report stated that by a margin of 2 to 1, Americans
claim that it is more important to protect current
income sources than to take
financial chances or business
opportunities to increase their
earnings. This is particularly
unfortunate when you consider that our country has traditionally been built on risk
and innovation. Zuckerman
also makes the observation
that millions of Americans
live in a constant state of
fear concerning bankruptcy
and the chance of having to
be hospitalized without being
able to pay for it.
According to Zuckerman,
'Tens of millions of Americans live in fear that a
major health problem can
reduce them to bankruptcy.
They realize their families
are one health crisis away
from family hardship, which
is a key reason for the pervasive feeling of personal
and permanent insecurity."
The editorial also noted
that even though the economy as a whole is going
great, thanks especially to
globalization, increasing

advancements in
technology, and
productivity
improvement, the
working
class continues to
harbor
Legislative feelings
Update
of anxiety
By Rep, Melvin brought
Henley
on by
Fl-Murray
financial
woes and
a continued sense of not
being able to get ahead.
Many people in Calloway
County no doubt have these
same feelings of being at
risk, particularly of being
hospitalized without the ability to pay. Being employed,
particularly in the manufacturing sector, increases the
likelihood of having medical
insurance. This is one of
the reasons why attracting
new industry to Calloway
County, and carefully maintaining our present industrial
base, is so vitally important
to our economy.
A recent analysis done by
the Murray Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation shows that many
residents of Calloway County
may well be absent from
most of the middle class
financial and unemployment
woes suffered by much of
the nation.
According to the EDC
study, 2006 median household income for Calloway
County increased to just
above $33,000 a year from
about $19,000 a year in

2000. Per capita income
among Calloway County residents has seen an increase
from a little over $17,000 a
year in 2000 to almost
$25,000 in 2006.
Unemployment figures in
Calloway County for September 2006 were 4.3 percent,
while Kentucky's unemployment reached 5.3 percent.
Calloway County even fared
better than the national
unemployment rate of 4.6.
The EDC study shows
that government employment
dominates the job market in
Calloway County. with over
5,100 residents employed in
government related fields.
such as education. The
study places retail just
behind government in
employment, with over 4,200
Calloway County residents
employed in that sector,
while services, such as transportation and distribution,
places third with approximately 3.500 county residents
employed in that sector.
Manufacturing employment
in Calloway County has also
grown over the past six
years with over 3,700 residents employed currently (as
opposed to less than 3200
employed in manufacturing
in 2000) with wage totals
for the manufacturing sector
reaching almost $150 million
yearly.
Retail sales and property
value have seen significant
increases, with retail sales
jumping from $241 million
in 2000 to $275 million in
2005 and total assessed value
of real property in Calloway
County growing from $493
million in 1990 to almost
$1.2 billion last year.

One reason for the substantial economic and financial increases has to do with
the attraction of industries
such as Pella and Webasto.
both of which pay substantially more than did Mattel.
Pella's decision to locate
their headquarters for the
North American Advanced
Materials Division, with its
attendant higher-skilled and
higher-paying jobs, has also
helped to drive the Callowa!,
County economy to new
heights.
It is hoped that attracting
the LP Plastics Engineenng
Center, located on Andrus
Drive, is a harbinger of
more high-tech jobs and
higher-paying jobs to locate
here in the future.
Manufacturing contributes
a huge percentage of local
income, particularly since
many of the dollars generated in the service and retail
sectors are directly dependent
upon the manufacturing
wages paid by local industry.
We at the Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development Corporation have to
continually focus on the task
at hand to stay above the
national middle class trends
that have begun to surface
in the United States.
Our community is presently doing well but we always
have to understand that we
can just as quickly lose
ground if a major employer
runs into significant problems. Focusing on industrial
park development and taking
care of our existing industry
are the two key components
to remaining an economically
healthy community.
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Mrs. Mary R. Sykes
Mrs. Mary R. Sykes, 86, Murray died Thursday, Jan. 4, 2007, at
2 50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Mrs. Dora Marjorie Misker
Mrs. Dora Marjorie Misker, 90, Buchanan, Tenn., died Thursday,
Jan. 4, 2007, at 5:30 p.m. at Plumley Rehab Center, Paris, Tenn.
She was born Feb. 5, 1916.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Dorothy Faye Watts Floyd
Mrs. Dorothy Faye Watts Floyd, 89, Murray, formerly of Clinton,
Ky., and Martin, Tenn., died Thursday, Jan. 4, 2007, at 8:50 p.m. at
the home of her son in Murray.
Brown Funeral Home of Clinton is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lynne Deanne Herzig Kalamai;
Mrs. Lynne Deanne Herzig Kohlhaas, 51, Cadiz, died
Wednesday. Jan. 3, 2007. at her home. Her death was due to natural
causes.

7

A homemaker, she was born March 4, 1955, in Springfield, Vt.
Her father, Kenneth Earl Herzig, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband. Henry Kohlhaas; five sons, Sam
Kohlhaas, Clarksville, Tenn., Solomon Kohlhiuis, Elizabeth. Ind..
Adam Kohlhaas, Fort Campbell, Nathan Kohlhaas, Louisville, and
Ira Kohlhaas, Murray; her mother, Mrs. Joan Lynne Blodgett
Herzig, Charlestown, N.H.; two brothers, Kenneth W. Herzig.
Vermont, and Tom Herzig, New Hampshire; five grandchildren.
No services are being scheduled. Goodwin Funeral Home of
Cadiz is in charge of arrangements.
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The funeral for John Mark Hill will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Larry Weather-ford, Marty Futrell, Phil
Housden, Game Green, Joe Thornton, Terry: McCuiston, Mike Holt
and Tim Falwell, active; Kenny Green, Larry Green, Ronnie Green,
Roger Green, Dennis Green, Gene Paul King and Jerry Bruce. honorary. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale Road Church
of Christ, 1101 Glendale Road. Murray, Ky., 42071 or American
Cancer Society, Attn. Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Mr. Hill, 68, Cherry Comer Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan.
3. 2007, at 10:50 p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended
illness.
Retired from Lassiter Plaster Inc., Murray, he was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
One brother, Billy Joe Hill. preceded him in death. Born Sept. 20,
1938, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Herman Hill
and Helen Parker Hill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carol Hill, to whom he was married July 10. 1960, in Kirksey; one daughter, Anita Hill, Murray; one
brother. Tommie D. Hill and wife, Judy, Murray.

Mrs. ha Fay Kuykendall
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The funeral for Mrs. Ila Fay Kuykendall will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Steve
Cavitt, her nephew, will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 6:30 p.m. today
(Friday).
Mrs. Kuykendall, 87, Orlando, Fla.. formerly of Murray, died
Sunday, Dec. 25, 2005. in Orlando.
Retired from the accounts payable department of Orlando
Regional Medical Center, she volunteered as a pink lady in pediatrics at Arnold Palmer Hospital until she was 80 years of age. She
was a 50-year member of First Presbyterian Church, Orlando.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Ray Wesley
Kuykendall: two sisters, Genella Miller and Evelyn L. Jones; and
one brother. Ivan Lamb. Born Nov. 29, 1919, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late Gus Lamb and Martha Victoria
Youngblood Lamb.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Velinda Williams and husband, Jerry, Orlando; two sisters, Mrs. Margaret Cavitt and husband,
John. Murray, and Mrs. Vivian Hemdon, Houston, Texas; one brother, Charles Lamb and wife, Molly, Dover, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Corey Williams, Farrah Jenner and husband. Mike, and Diona
Williams: three great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Joan C. Jones
A graveside service for Mrs. Joan C. Jones was today (Friday) at
10 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Danny Holt officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Jones, 80, Murray. died Tuesday. Jan. 2. 2007, at Spring
Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she attended Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Her husband, James U. Jones, and two brothers, Vernon Cohoon
and John Cohoon, preceded her in death. Born Nov. 14, 1926, in
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Euckley Cohoon
and Siddie Outland Cohoon.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Shirley Beane and husband.
Lennis, and one son, Jimmy Dan Jones and wife. Debbie, all of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Copeland, Michigan; one grandson, Chris Jones and wife, Dawn, Myrtle Beach. S.C.

Mrs. Edith C. Thomas
The funeral for Mrs. Edith C. Thomas was today (Friday) at II
a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic Church. Rev. Dave Johnson officiated.
Active pallbearers were grandsons Randy Thomas, Steven
Thomas, Chris Thomas, Mason Thomas, Warren Thomas, Josh
Riley, David Riley, Tyler Harper and Colin Norwood. Honorary
pallbearers were granddaughters Lea Ann Hobbs and Rain Thomas.
Burial was in the St. Jerome Cemetery with Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield, in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Vincent De Paul
Society or St. Jerome Cemetery Fund, P.O. Box 38, Fancy Farm.
Ky.. 42039.
Mrs. Thomas, 90, Mayfield, formerly of Fancy Farm, died
Tuesday. Jan. 2, 2007, at Mills Manor Health & Rehab Center,
Mayfield.
A member of St. Jerome Catholic Church. Fancy Farm. she was
a retired seamstress of Curlee Clothing Company. Mayfield.
Her husband, Joseph P. Thomas, one sister, Iness Courtney, and
one brother. Clyde Gibson, all preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Leonard Gibson and Rachael Adkins Gibson.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Jo Ann Aucter and husband, Cliff. Hartford. Conn., Mrs. Peggy Riley and husband. Robert,
Mayfield, Mrs. Angela Thomas and husband, Steve Horwood.
Murray, and Miss Teresa 'Thomas, Nashville. Tenn.; three sons.
Laddie Thoma.s and wife, Judy, Mayfield, Robert Thomas and wife.
Teresa, Lancaster. and Fred Thomas and wife, Joy. Louisville: one
sister. Mrs. Glenda Gibson Crandall. Biloxi, Miss.: II grandchildren: nine great-grandchildren.
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Surgery to stunt disabled girl's
growth raises ethical questions
CHICAGO(AP) — In a case
fraught with ethical questions.
the parents of a severely mentally and physically disabled child
have stunted her growth to keep
their little "pillow angel" a manageable and more portable size
The bedridden 9-year-old girl
had her uterus and breast tissue
removed at a Seattle hospital
and received large doses of hormones to halt her growth. She is
now 4-foot-5; her parents say
she would otherwise probably
reach a normal 5-foot-6.
The case has captured attention nationwide and abroad via
the Internet, with some decrying
the parents' actions as perverse
and akin to eugenics. Some ethicists question the parents' claim
that the drastic treatment will
benefit their daughter and allow
them to continue caring for her
at home.
University of Pennsylvania
ethicist Art Caplan said the case
is troubling and reflects "slippery slope" thinking among parents who believe -the way to
deal with my kid with permanent behavioral problems is to
put them into permanent childhood."
Right or wrong, the couple's
decision highlights a dilemma
thousands of parents face in
struggling to care for severely
disabled children as they grow
up.
"This particular treatment.
even if it's OK in this situation.
and I think it probably is, is not
a widespread solution and
ignores the large social issues
about caring for people with disabilities," Dr. Joel Frader, a
medical ethicist at Chicago's
Children's Memorial Hospital,
said Thursday."As a society, we
do a pretty rotten job of helping

AP
In a 2004 photo released by the ashleytreatment.spaces
.live.com/blog, a child known only as Ashley is shown. In a
case fraught with ethical questions, the parents of the severely mentally and physically disabled child have stunted her
growth to keep their little "pillow anger a manageable and
more portable size. The bedridden 9-year-old girl had her
uterus and breast tissue removed at a Seattle hospital and
received large doses of hormones to halt her growth She is
now 4-foot-5. The parents do not identify themselves on their
blog
caregivers provide what's necessary for these patients."
The case involves a girl identified only as Ashley on a blog
her parents created after her doctors wrote about her treatment in
October's Archives of Pediatrics
& Adolescent Medicine. The
journal did not disclose the parents' names or where they live:
the couple do not identify themselves on their blog, either.
Shortly after birth. Ashley.

had teeding problems and
showed severe developmental
delays. Her doctors diagnosed
static encephalopathy. which
means severe brain damage.
They do not know what caused
it. Her condition has left her in
an infant state, unable to sit up.
roll over, hold a toy or walk or
talk. Her parents say she will
never get better. She is alert.
startles easily, and smiles, but
does not maintain eye contact.

AL.-tailing to her parents. who
call the brown-haired little girl
their "pillow angel
She goes to school lot chs•
abled children, but her parents
care tor her at home and say
they have been unable to find
suitable outside help
An editorial in the medical
journal called -the Ashley treatment- ill advised and questioned whether it will even
wort But her parents say it has
succeeded so tar
She had %urgers in July 2004
and recent.b., completed the hoemone treatment She weighs
about 6.5 pounds. and is aim( 13
inches shorter and 50 pounds
lighter than she would he as an
adult, according to her parents'
blog.
"Ashley's smaller and lighter
size makes it more possible to
include her in the typical family
life and activities that provide
her with needed comfort, closeness, security and love: meal
time, car trips, touch, snuggles.
etc.,- her parents wrote.
Also, Ashley's parents say
keeping her small will reduce
the nsk of bedsores and other
conditions that can afflict
bedridden patients. In addition.
they say preventing her from
going through puberty. means
she won't expenence the discomfort of periods or grow
breasts that might develop
breast cancer, which runs in the
family.
"Even though caring tor
Ashley involves hard and continual work, she is a blessing
and not a burden,- her parents
say. Still, they wnte, "Unless
you are living the expenence
you have no clue what it is like
to be the bedridden child or their
caregivers.-

Kentucky sailor remembered as dedicated to Navy
MAYFIELD, Ky. (API —
Higgins. who was chief of further details.
impressed with him, and we're
The sister of a sailor from west- the vessel, and Petty Officer
British officials said they praying for them, too." she said.
ern Kentucky who was killed in Michael J. Holtz, 30. of would continue to assist with the -It's so unique to be the best at
rough seas said he was dedicat- Lakewood, Ohio, were pulled investigation.
your job on the boat and be so
ed to the Navy and loved his job. from the water by fellow crew
Higgins was a 1979 graduate loved by the men.Senior Chief Petty Officer members and Bntish authorities. of Mayfield High School. He
Higgins last spoke with lamThomas Higgins. 45. and anoth- They were pronounced dead at a enlisted in the Navy at age 20 ly members in Kentucky Over
er sailor died Dec. 29 after being local hospital. Two other sailors after living for a year in the holidays and last visited his
swept off the submarine USS swept into the water by surging Paducah. He was last based at family in the summer of 2005.
Minneapolis-St. Paul as it left waves were treated for minor the submarine's home port in
"I will remember that time
Devonport Naval Base in south- injuries and discharged.
Norfolk, Va., where he lived for the rest of my life because
western England.
U.S. authorities have taken with his wife. Tina Higgins, and we spent so much tune togethJudith Higgins Scheffler. 50, over investigating the deaths. 16-year-old son, Christopher.
er.- said Scheffler. of Mayfield.
of Mayfield said she may not British
prosecutors
said
Scheffier said Higgins was "We doted on him. We adored
have loved Higgins' career Thursday. Citing evidence and smart, humble and sweet — and him."
choice, but respected it because jurisdictional issues, prosecutors always carried a smile on his
Higgins also is survived by
he loved the job.
said U.S. officials were best face. Higgins enjoyed taking his mother. Alice Higgins, 80, of
"He was a very dedicated guy suited to investigate how care of the sailors on the subma- Mayfield, and a brother, Hal
to the Navy," Scheffler told The Higgins and Holtz died.
rine. Scheffler said.
Higgins. who lives in Newport.
Paducah Sun for a story in
"It has been decided, within
"I think they were very' Mich.
Thursday's paper. "We respect- the framework of the Visiting
ed that he loved his job," Forces Act, that the case will be
Scheffler said. Family members handed to the U.S. authorities
wanted Higgins to retire after 20 for the conduct of all further
years in the military, but the ter- investigations," the Crown
rorist attacks of 9/11 prompted Prosecution Service said in a s _
him to stay. Scheffler said.
statement, without providing
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Murray Caledonia Society will
present Robert Burns Supper

Red Cross will conduct
lifeguard training at
Murray State University
Special to the Ledger
Yes, think summer already.
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will
conduct lifeguard training during three six-day sessions at
Murray State's Carr Health pool.
Instructor Mike Sykes will
offer this training, which is
required of all certified lifeguards and designed to teach
the skills and knowledge needed to prevent and respond to
aquatic emergencies.
Requirements for participants include a minimum age
of 15 and complete a pre-test
the first night that involves
swimming 300 yards continuously. Starting in the water,
participants also will have to
swim 20 yards using front crawl
or breaststroke, surface dive 7
to 10 feet, retrieve a 10-pound
object, return to the surface,
swim 20 yards back to the
starting point with the object
and exit the water without using
a ladder or steps, within 1
minute and 40 seconds.
Some of the skills learned
in this course include understanding the value of behaving in a professional manner;
learning how to identify behaviors of a swimmer, distressed
swimmer and an active drowning victim; understanding the
components of an emergency
action plan and how to activate; understanding the general procedures for an emergency
occurring in the water; demonstrating how to perform equipment-based rescues; learning
how to provide first aid and
how to care for breathing and
cardiac emergencies; and learning how to recognize and care
o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JAN. 11
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

moviesinmurray.com
We Are Marshall
PG - 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:40
Freedom Writers
P613 - 1:20 - 3:55 - 7:25 - 9:50

Pursuit Of Happyness
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:50 - 7:05 - 9:30

Night At The Museum
PG.12:50 • 3:15 - 6:55 - 9:15
Code Name:The Cleaner
P613 - 1:40 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:20

Rocky Balboa
PG - 1:10 - 3:25 • 7:15 - 9:25

The Holiday
PG13 - 8:45

for possible head, neck or back
injuries.
This 32-hour training takes
place nights and weekends with
both classroom and pool training at the Can Health Building on Murray State's campus
during the following dates and
times:
- Session I: Feb. 22-March
1 - Thursday, Feb. 22, 5 to
9 p.m.; Saturday, Feb. 24, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, Feb.
25, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Monday.
Feb. 2,65 to 9 p.m.; Tuesday, Fet727, 5 to 9 p.m.; and
Thursday. March 1, 5 to 9 p.m.
- Session II: March 29April 3 - Thursday, March
29, 5 to 9 p.m.; Friday. March
30, 5 to 9 p.m.; Saturday,
March 31, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Sunday, April I. 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.; Monday. April 2, 5 to 9
p.m.; and Tuesday, April 3, 5
to 9 p.m.
- Session 111: April 26 May 3 - Thursday, April 26,
5 to 4r^p.m.; Saturday, April
27, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday,
April 29, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Monday, April 30, 5 to 9 p.m.;
Tuesday, May 1, 5 to 9 p.m.;
and Thursday. May 3, 5 to 9
p.m.
Because of the limited space,
interested participants must register at the Red Cross office
at the George Weaks Community Center,607 Poplar St., Murray, no later than a week before
each session begins.
The cost of this course
including all course materials
and certification fees is $145.
Additionally, for those who
are already certified lifeguards,
the Calloway County Chapter
will offer recertification classes for both lifeguarding,
required every three years. and
CPR for the Professional Rescuer, required every year.
Sykes also will teach these
at Can Health. Dates and
times are as follows:
-Lifeguard Recertification:
Sunday, Feb. 18, 9 a.m. to 1
p.m.; Sunday. March 18, 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.; Sunday. April 22,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.; and Sunday.
May 13, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
- CPR for the Professional Rescuer Recertification: Sunday, Feb. 18, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.;
Sunday. March 18, 1 p.m. to
4 p.m.; Sunday, April 22, 1
p.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday.
May 13, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cost for lifeguard recertification is $65 and cost for CPR
for the Professional Rescuer is
$35. These classes must also
be pre-registered at least a
week before each session.
For more information, contact Calloway Red Cross Executive Director Tory Daughrity
at 753-1421 or e-mail callowayredcross@murray-ky.net.
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Murray Caledonia Society will present
its 14th annual Robert Burns Supper on
Saturday, Jan. 20, at the Murray Country
Club, 2200 College Farm Rd., Murray.
A reception will start at 5:30 p.m. and
dinner will be served at 6:341 p.m. Featured will be the traditional ceremony,
feasting, toasting, music and Scottish frisolity. kilts and tartan dress is optional
and Scottish heritage is not required.
Reservations at $30 per person may be
lo's
made
by calling the Murray Tourism at
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen 753-5171.
Community
Final dates announced
Editor
Calloway County DES Rescue Squad will
have its final picture dates on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the squad building at
95 Spruce St., Murray. Anyone who made a donation who has
not received a phone call may walk in at any time on these
days and get their picture taken. This will be the last time the
photographer will be here this year. according to Ronnie Burkeen, chief of the squad.
Photo provided
Pictured at the meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club are from left, standing, Bettie Lou Farris,
Norma Frank and Susan Vied, and seated, Oneida White.

White presents program
for Zeta Department
Oneida White presented a
program of holiday music at
the December meeting of the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club held at the
club house.
Members exchanged gifts
through a Chinese Auction.
Betty Sue Vinson presented
the thought for the day.
Hostesses
were
Norma
Frank, Bettie Lou Farris and

Helen Foley.
The department will have
its next meeting on Thursday,
Jan. 11 at 2 p.m. at the club
house. Sherry Purdom will present the program and Ann Vinson will give the 'Thought for
the Day."
Serving as hostesses will be
Betty Sue Vinson, Cathryn Garrott and Georgeann Sanders.

AFTEK CHKISTMAS

SALE!

New Beginnings will meet Saturday, at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. This is a support group for people with
incarceration issues of their own, or in their family. It is an
arm of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry. The evening will begin
with a potluck meal and then feature Media Erickson as speaker. Her topic will be "The Radiating Joy of Complete Freedom In Christ." Ron and Lintla Wright, coordinators for the
group, invite the public to come out for an inspirational and
challenging evening. For more information you may call them
at 753-0156.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Russell Chapel plans promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a rebate
day each Saturday at Breaktime Billiards. 2938 Ky. 94 East,
Murray. Customers are asked to tell your waiter or waitress
to label your order as "Russell Chapel."

Coen/ rieerninolers
The following are reminders of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
it Times:
Melanie Christine Steiger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Steiger of Hartsville, Tenn., and Bryan T. Furches, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tripp Furches of Murray, will be married Saturday,
Jan. 6, 2007, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church. Hartsville. A
reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends
are invited.
Hillary Ann Hulse, daughter of Malcolm and Ginny Hulse
of Murray, and Christopher Iles O'Neal, son of Steve and
Jean O'Neal of Owensboro, will be married Saturday, Jan. 6,
2007, at 4:30 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church,
Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting Monday at 4 p.m. in the
teacher's lounge, according to Emily Gaddie, guidance counselor. All interested persons are invited.

MRS-Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4 p.m. in the school library, according to
Teresa Speed, principal, who invites all interested persons.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4 p.m. All interested persons are invited.

MWC Board will meet Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dale Henderson of Hardin will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. Jan. 7, 2007, from 3 to 5 p.m. at the
Hardin Community building, Hardin. All relatives and friends
are invited. The couple requests that in lieu of gifts a donation be made to the Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church
building fund.

[laird;.'12nouncemen/s

The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. This is a change of
date because of the New Year's holiday.

Relay for Life meeting Monday
Relay for Life 2007 team captains will meet Monday at
5:45 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. A special session
for new team captains will start at 5:30 p.m. For information
call Kathy M. Hodge, chair, at 436-24245 or 759-1884.

CCHS Laker football banquet planned

Lilly Rhae Wyatt
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Wyatt of Brewers Highway, Benton, are
the parents of a daughter, Lilly Rhae Wyatt, born on Wednesday, Dec. 27, 2006, at 7:56 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds and measured 20 inches. The
mother is the former Jenni Pigg. A sister is Alexia Wyatt.
Grandparents are James and Jan Pigg, Glenwood Drive,
Murray, and Larry and Rose Wyatt of Charlie Miller Road,
Almo.

Carter Lee Collins
Jesus is the Reason
for the Season!

Erickson will speak for New Beginnings

The banquet to honor the Calloway County High School
2006 Laker football team will be Saturday. Jan. 13, at 6 p.m.
on the third floor of the Curris Center at Murray State University. Tickets for the banquet are $14 per person and can be
purchased by contacting Football Coach Josh McKeel. Reservations are due by today.

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station of Calloway County FireRescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray. This meeting was
changed from first Monday because of the New Year's holiday.

Justin Lee Collins and Casey Marie Wyatt of Almo-Shiloh Athletic Hall of Fame banquet planned
Road, Murray, are the parents of a son, Carter Lee Collins,
The Murray State University Athletic Hall of Fame banquet
born on Friday. Dec. 29, 2006, at 11:15 p.m. at Murray-Cal- will be Friday. Jan. 19. The reservation deadline is Monday.
loway County Hospital.
Being inducted this year are Dennis Jackson, football and track
The baby weighed 9 pounds eight ounces and measured 22 (1960-1964); Gary Stephens, rifle (1984-1988); Tony Wretlund,
inches. A sister is Harley Elizabeth Collins.
men's tennis (1985, 1987-1989); Jill Doty, women's track &
Grandparents are Tammy Wyatt of Murray, Jimmy Wyatt of volleyball (1988-1993); Ronald (Popeye) Jones, men's basketCadiz, Lindsey Collins and Virginia Collins.
ball (1989-1992); and Jessica Widman, women's golf (19962000). For reservations contact Crystal Morrow, administrative
assistant, department of athletics. MSU, at 809-3746.
-1
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LIA Cizei.dian Zool:slore
5th & Main St. • Murray • 753-1622
Mon. - Fri 9:30 a m. - 5 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Elizabeth Kim Designs
• ALTERATIONS • DRESS DESIGNS
/502 Sycamore St. • Murray

753-9533

INSURANCE(Home •Auto• Manufactured Home)

Assistance program will start Monday
The Crisis Component of the Home Energy Assistance Program will begin Monday and go through March 31 or until
funds have been expended. This program is available to assist
low-income families that are in a home-heating crisis within
the eight counties of the Purchase area including Calloway.
Applications for assistance can be made at the local office of
West Kentucky Allied Services in suite C of the George Weaks
Community Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray, with Shirley Jones
as director. For more information call 753-0908.

KY FARM BUREAU 753-4703
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Murray Police forming
new session of Citizens
Police Academy for '07
Staff Report

merit

Anyone who has cser won
tiered what goes into a police
officer has another chance to

find out later this month
The Murray Police Department will conducts its third
Citizens Police Academy beginning Jan 29 The eight-week
course auns to help residents

better understand police duties
as well as form a bond between
the community and the depart.
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Murray's Leading Provider of Loser Hoff Removal

GRAND OPENING
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
BENEFITING FROM GENEROSITY: Representatives from several local organizations were presented checks Thursday

dunng a grant presentation at the Murray Wal-Mart. Each year the store makes holiday donations to organizations that
have been selected from venous applicants. Local organizations submit the applications for eligibility and are then
approved by the store's home office. Pictured above, from left are: Enc Kelleher, Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens,
$1.000; Carmeleta Norvell, Life House, $1,000; Donna Herndon, Angels Attic Thnft Shop, $1,000; Summer Cross, RN.
Angels Community Clinic, $2.000; Kathy Hodge, Humane Society of Calloway County, $1,000; Kim Murphy, Wal-Mart
accounting office; Jason Olroyd, Wal-Mart assistant manager and grants coordinator; and Mike Phillips, Wal-Mart co-manager. Earlier, the store presented $3,500 to Don Bowman and the Murray Police Department's Shop With A Cop program.

Soybean
Promotion
Day planned
MSU News Bureau
Registration is being accepted for the 2007 edition of
Soybean Promotion Day at
Murray State University The
event is scheduled for Feb. 8
at the Murray State Curris
Center. A sponsored lunch will
begin at noon. followed by
vanous information sessions
covering hot topics and the
latest industry news. This is
the third annual presentation
sponsored by Murray's school
of agriculture and the Kentucky Soybean Board.
This
This, year's event will follow a
approach with
Dr. Lowell Catlett, regent's
professor at New Mexico State
University. serving as the
keynote speaker. Catlett, who
is also the dean of NMSU
college of agriculture and home
economics, is noted as an exciting futurist whose knowledge
oftechnologies and their implications on the ways that we
might live and work in the
future is addressed in his varied and upbeat presentations.
Catlett received his doctorate in economics from Iowa
State University and has twice
received the Don C. Roush
Award for Excellence in Teaching. He is also a recipient of
the prestigious Burlington
Foundation Faculty Achievement Award for Outstanding
University Teaching. In 1994,
he was one of two Western
Regional recipients of the
Excellence in College and University Teaching in the Food
and Agricultural Sciences
Award presented by the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges.
He recently received the
college of agriculture and home
economics Advisor of the Year,
as well as Teacher of the Year
at New Mexico State University. Earlier this year, he was
one of six senior faculty members to be named New Mexico State's first Regents Professors.
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of
the school of agriculture, says
providing support for regional industry is part of the mission of the university and
school of agriculture."Our Purchase area of Kentucky ,produces about one-fourth of the
state's soybean production,"
Brannon said. "Specifically,
Calloway County produces ovet
1.7 million bushels with a
gross return of $10 million
dollars. This is a significant
industry in our county, region
and state.
"It's important that we(Murray State) provide an avenue
such as this for our students
to provide interaction and educational opportunities that are
beyond the traditional classroom walls. In the school of
agriculture, we strive to go
beyond the standard and otter
our students a true education
rather than just a degree. Soybean Promotion Day is one
way that we can promote this
important segment of our agricultural economy and serve
our region along with our students. This is one of many
service and educational opportunities that we offer to our
region and our students."
Brannon also applauds the
Kentucky Soybean -Board for
providing funding support that
helps make Soybean Promotion Day possible.
Persons may call 809-3556
to make reservations. The first
200 people to RSVP for the
luncheon and seminars will
receive a complimentary ticket to the MSU vs. Eastern
Kentucky basketball game that
•evening at the Regional Spe'cial Events Center.
For more information contact the MSU school of agnculture at 809-3556 or visit
the website at http://www murray state.edu/agr/.
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Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free Classes begin Tuesday, January 9, 2007

Stuart). Poston Health and Wellness Center
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
smoking, is now available to individuals. Whether you've tried before
or just know you should stop, this program is for you. Classes meet
each Tuesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited, so register now'

Phone Purchase District Health Department to register
at 1-888-245-3902 (toll-free)
Stuart 3.
Poston i
'j)
Health &
Health
Calloway
County
Wellness
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FURNITuRE

FURNITURE YOUR WAY
If you're thinking of redecorating
visit us for great ideas and
outstanding savings on custom
furniture dunng our sale

SPECIAL SAVINGS on select
custom sofas loveseats chairs
and sectionals Over SOO style
choices and 1 000 fabrics and
leathers, CUSTOM TAILORED
and delivered in just 35 days

design your sofa with our interactive catalog at www.norwalkfurruture.com

LuLd's ACCESSORIES
Home Trends Gallery
Downtown Murray
103 South Third Street
753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

UP TO
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Hurry Sale Ends January 6th!

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City and
Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridget
Jaszenko and Pat Lane. food service directors respectively. for
the week of Jan. 8 to 12.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availabiltty of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, 'Lace and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs, Tuesday - breakfast pizza.
Wednesday- French toast sticks. Thursday - biscuit and sausage.
Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits. vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - cheeseburger. burrito:
Tuesday - taco salad, BBO chicken on bun, Wednaedey chili with pimento cheese, ham and cheese sandwich: Thur.day - chicken nuggets, peanut butter and telly sandwich: Friday - stuff crust pepperoni pizza, fish nuggets
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, uice and milk served
daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick. Tuesday Honey buns. Wednesday - toaster pastnes. Thursday - steak
and biscuit, Friday • breakfast bagel. Lunch (fresh and canned
fruits and vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - chicken fatitas, mini corn dogs. grilled cheese sandwich: Tuesday.
- baked potato bar, vegetable beef soup, chef salad w:crack-•
ers and dressing, Wednesday - beef chili w,-'cheese sticks,
breaded chicken sandwich. nbette on a bun, Thursday stuffed crust pizza, turkey sub sandwich, chef salad w..crackers and dressing. Friday - foot long hot dog, tuna salad plate.
goulash.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk served daily)
Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick. Tuesday • biscuit and gravy: Wednesday - assorted muffins, Thursday sausage and biscuit. Friday - Danish. Lunch lour& cheeseburgers, hamburgers, fresh and canned fruits and vegetables.
and milk served daily) Monday - BBO chicken sandwich,
turkey and cheese wrap; Tuesday - baked potato bar. French
bread pizza, chef salad with crackers and dressing. Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, chicken salad plate: Thursday
- chicken noodle soup and sandwtch, chef salad w/crackers
and dressing; Friday - nbette sandwich, burrito w/salsa

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementarkis - Monday peanut butter, crackers, milk: Tuesday - Pop tart, milk; Wednesday - muffin, juice. Thursday - orange, Teddy grahams. Friday - apple. peanut butter
Preschool and Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
and juice available daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, juice.
Tuesday - scrambled eggs. ham, Wednesday - cinnamon
raisin biscuit, peaches. Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy;
Friday - muffin, cereal Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday
- cheeseburger, French fries, lettuce, tomato, pickle. cookie:
Tuesday - oven fned chicken, scalloped potatoes, cole slaw
roll; Wednesday - corn dog. California blend. grapes. Thursday - pepperoni pizza, whole kernel corn, tossed salad widip
Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, California blend. apple
wedges
Elementaries - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice. toast, cereal
and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit. Tuesday oatmeal, Poptart Wednesday - pancakes wisyrup. Thursday
- eggs. hash browns, Friday - breakfast pizza Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - cheesy crtspito, hamburger. grilled cheese sandwich.
Tuesday - pizza. grilled chicken sandwich, yogurt. granola and
animal crackers, Wednesday - chili *trackers, corn dog.
super nachos.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Thursday
tuna sandwich, gnlled cheese sandwich. Friday • chicken rings,
roll, Laker wrap, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt, fruit
juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - ham, egg
and cheese biscuit: Tuesday - steak biscuit, Wednesday pancake and sausage on a stick w(syrup, Thursday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast burrito Lunch assorted
vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- taco salad, Chuckwagon sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich. sausage pizza. Tuesday - chicken guesadilla, hamburg,
er. pimento cheese sandwich, Wednesday • spaghetti wMeat
sauce, hot ham and Swiss sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich, Domino's pizza. Thursday - soft taco breaded chicken
sandwich, ham and turkey submarine, Friday steak midgets.
gnlled cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich, cheese
pizza
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast. cinnamon toast. Pop tarts.
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit.
Tuesday - Breakfast pizza. Wednesday
French toast sticks
w/synip. Thursday - biscuit w'sausage gravy. Friday - breakfast taco Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetabees, deli
sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday
Monday - chili cheese burritos. peanut butter and telly sandwich. Tuesday - sliced turkey roll, Sloppy Joe sandwich,
Wednesday steak nuggets. grilled chicken sandwich. Thursday - super nachos, turkey club sandwich. Friday - stromtinii,
turkey sandwich

SA • Friday, January 5, 2007
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ANIDDITISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9 01) m
Sabbath Schj
sat 10 IS am

ANGLICAN
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Ifighwry. Benwin, KY 42025
270-527.5002
'
.4ervice
10500 am
hail 1)aiSemces contact the Rector 252-3389

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10 00 a.m
Tuesday
6.45 p m
Thursday
6 45 p m

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
200 p.m
:ird Sunday
2.00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p to
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m

IIIISEMSLIES or SOD

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10.30 am.
Sunday Evening Worship 6-00 p m
Wednesdas Bible Study
7-00 p m

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morrung Worship
1100 am.
Evening Worship
6.(k) pm
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 a.m.
11 a m & 6 p.m.

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
630 p.m.
Sunday School
10-00 a.ro.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
WOO a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
500 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 am.
Afternoon Worship
600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7.00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 am & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
sunday School
945 a.m
Worship 8:30 & 10:55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m,
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
1400,9- 15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools 800,9:15 & 1030 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

Challenges
of Life
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POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship 8 45 a m & 11am & 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
10.45 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p m.-10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 am.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.

But He knoweth the way that I take: when He hath
tried me, I shall come forth as gold.

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
700 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAM CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:00 am
Wednesday Night
700 p.m

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CATENA
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
4:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass
10-30 am.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7-00 pm
Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

ININWAS ICE==NEU
Sunday School
1030 a.m
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
7.30 p.m.

MINCE Or CREST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 am.
#300 p.m.
Evening Worship

LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I '2 mass wort of L,yost Grove
Sunday School
10700 sin
Worship
1048 a.m
Evening Service
7-30 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and 9iorstup 10 30 am &fipm
Wednesday Family Training
7 p to
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10-30 a to
Wednesdays
7-00 pm
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore st.
10.00 a.m & 5.00 p.m
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Evening
6.30 p.m.

11NSTAll'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

L1111111111All
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AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 am_ & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9-00 a.m.
Worship Service
10.15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m.
Evening Service
600 p.m

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship
11am & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7.00 p.m.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m.
10:30 am
Worship

KJVJob23:1O

9:30 a.m.
11 am.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Semce 1100 a.m. & 6 p.m_
Wednesday
700 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awana
530-7:30 p.m
Training Union
5-45 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

ulnOR FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
700 p.m.
Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7-00 p.m.

We grow stronger when
we are challenged, when
things are difficult, and
jwhen we do not simply
surrender to demanding
situations. When we are
faced with family or
financial problems, illness, work assignments
or any condition that
requires us to buckle
down and face reality, we
not only become stronger, we can also grow in our
trust in God. Our Father in Heaven knows all about
each of us; the Bible even tells us that He counts the
hairs on our heads(Matthew 10:30). We should never
doubt that God is aware of all the daily issues with
which we are faced. Just as any father is pleased to see
his children rise to any occasion, our Lord also is
pleased whenever we rise and face difficult situations. Heroes and heroines are those who stand up to
the challenges of life, and they do not give up or take
the easy way out. Even when we may feel that we
have failed in our various endeavors, if we accept our
challenges and do our very best, we should know that
God is pleased with us. Knowing, loving and trusting
God is our ultimate challenge in this world, and when
we do His will, we are successful.

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Preaching
1100 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6:00 p.m.

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

amtvorr LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 p.m.
Saturdays Spintual Training 6 p.m
Saturdays Celebrauon Service 7 p to

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10-4.5 a.m
Evening Worship
6,00 p to
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF MUST
Worship
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Study
1016 a.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

CENCI Or AIM GUIST
IF LEM MY SIM
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
5330 p.m.
Tuesday
12:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

BET'HEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
lst & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 am.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTERBARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 00 a.m.. 6,00 p m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:06 p.m.
INDEPENDENCE UN/TED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.

MT.CARMEL
10-00 a.m.
Worship
1100
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m
Worship
Sunday School
11130 a.m.
PALESTINE UNTIED
10:00 •.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a to
Sunday School
1046 a.m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday 'Was
WOO a.m
10:00 a.m
Preaching
WAYMEN CHAPEL AMI CHURCH
Sunday School
1000•.to
Morning Service
1100•in

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.46 am
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p to
Wednesday Worship
6 30 p m

PENIIMINITAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
11 am & 5pm
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Church
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p m
Wednesday
700 p m
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11.00•.m
Sunday Night
5.00 p to
Wednesday Night
700 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10700 a.m
Worship
11.00 am. & 6.30 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 8 p.m
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6-00 p to
Worship
1030 am L6 pm
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m
Worship Sun 6 p.m & Wed 7 p
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10-.00 a.m.
Worship
1050 a m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p to.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11,00-7:30 pm
BETHEL PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

PEESITTESIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
Worship

9.30 a rn
10.45•m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
Worship Service
1100 a.m.

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
110/ a.m.
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m_

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
1030 a.m.
Children's Sunday School 1100 a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.30 a.m.
Church School
1045 a.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
000 a.m.
Sunday School
10-30 a.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday- Home Groups 6:00 p.m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a to
Worship
1100 a.m & 6.30 p m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
S
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And ifI go and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3

Murray Appliance
and TV
"lour Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

h

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

CAMPBELL
REALTY
0759-8780

bcampbellrealty.com CEI

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 14. 11th

FITTS BLOCK I
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7

753-5719

OWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707W. Main • Murray • 270-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Touch
2118 S.6th St.• Murray,KY •(270)759-9500

WE DELIVER!
VICTOR
'
S
1301 MAIN ST. • MURRAY
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WORSHIP
Reading the
Bible from
cover to cover
By Richard Youngblood,
Minister at
University Church of Christ
Question: The beginning of a new year seems a good
time to start reading the Bible. If a person has never
read the Bible, what should he do? Should he begin at
the first and read all the way through?
Answer: 1 don't think reading through the Bible from
beginning to end is the best approach for a beginner. Actually. the Bible is a book of books, sixty-six in all. These
books are divided into two parts that we call the Old Testament (39 books) and the New Testament (27 books). These
books are not arranged in chronological order. First, they
are grouped according to the type of literature, then, they
are arranged somewhat in chronological order within these
groups. Therefore, I would propose reading to get the gist
of God's message first, and then you can loop back to read
the other books with a better understanding of how they
relate to one another. This approach also keeps you from
getting bogged down in parts of the Bible that do not seem
as interesting without a basic understanding of what it is all
about.
To do this, I suggest that you begin with the first book
Genesis, which means "beginning." In this book you will
learn of the beginning of our world as God's purposeful creation, the beginning of sin and the beginning of God's plan
to redeem humankind from the guilt and power of sin. You
will learn that God chose Abraham to father a nation of
people through whom he would work to achieve his purpose
tor all people on earth.
Next, read the first 20 chapters of -Etodu.s to learn how
the nation of Israel was founded and given the Ten Commandments which are moral principles for all time.
At this point. I would suggest that you turn to one of the
four gospels at the beginning of the New Testament. Luke
is the most comprehensive although many may prefer to read
Mark first because it is the shortest of the gospels. Either
Luke or Mark will provide knowledge of Jesus and his mission. The gospels connect with the Old Testament by showing that Jesus is the promised descendant of Abraham
through whom all nations would be blessed.
Next. I would propose that you read the book of Acts
because it will give an understanding of the work of the
apostles and how God formed his church, an assembly of
people who believe in Jesus, from among Israelites first and
then the Gentile believers.
After reading the above, you can go back and read
Deuteronomv through Nehemiah to complete the history of
Israel and how God worked with them through all of their
ups and downs. From that point you should read the
remaining books of law (Exodus. Leviticus and Numbers), the
wisdom literature (Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and
Song of Solomon), the New Testament letters from Romans
through Jude, the Old Testament prophets from Isaiah
through Malachi, and finally Revelation as the last book of
the Bible.
These suggestions do not mean you cannot benefit from
reading the Bible straight through from beginning to end.
You may find it helpful to purchase a One-Year Bible that
gives daily readings by the calendar. Each day has an Old
Testament reading along with a New Testament reading and
a Psalm. One psalm a day can be helpful with any reading
of the Bible.
To get the most from any reading of the Bible I would
encourage you to take time to think carefully about what
you are reading. Always pray for the Lord's help with your
reading and understanding of his word. Finally, keep in mind
that the purpose of the Bible is not only that we know the
Bible but that we come to know the God of the Bible and
his son, Jesus Christ our Savior.
The Bible is certainly not the easiest book to understand.
especially on the first reading; but it is not beyond the ability of ordinary people. Repeated readings and contemplation
of God's Word can bring an exciting adventure for a lifetime.

etiircidulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall will speak
about'The Heart of the Gospel"
with scripture from Acts 1 3443 at the II a.m. worship service. David Bogard will be music
director with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery. copastor, will speak about "Light
Enough To Find The Way"
with scripture from Matthew
2:1-12 at the 10:45 a.m. worship service being held in
Wrather Auditorium at Murray
State University. Todd E. Hill
is choir director with Lee Kern
as pianist. Mr. Hill will sing
a solo, "Beautiful Star of Bethlehem." Assisting will be
Whitey Adams. liturgist, and
George Kipphut. Ralph Pitman
and Anne Adams, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and a congregational meeting will follow the worship service.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, interim pastor, will speak at the 8:30 and
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. J.T. Lee is acting music
director with Misty Williams
and Kathy Thweatt as accompanists. The ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be observed
at both morning services. Assisting will be Mason Billington,
deacon of the week. and Ron
James, Sunday school director.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. and a groundbreaking celebration will be at noon. Business meeting, Youth, R.A.s.
G.A.s and Mission Friends will
be at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "About One in a
Million!- with scripture from
Romans 12:4-8 at the 9 a.m.
worship service
and about
-"Let's go for it! Together!!" with
scripture from 1 Corinthians
1:10 at the 6 p.m. worship
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Conunumos will be celebrated
with George Fnebel as eider
Sunday School and Aciuh Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Res Sanuny
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 am and 6 p.m
worship sersit.es Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon Brian Steward is minister ot youth Henry Nance is
minister of niusik with Oneida White, Sherry. Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Kinky Stone will sign
at the morning service Assisting will be John Smothcrman,
deacon of the week. and Jimmy
Kimbro, Roger Humphrey.
Junior Garrison and Bobby
Hopkins. ushers_ Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Prayer
meeting at 5.30 pm
Fint United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor. will
speak about "At the River Jordan" at the Early Light (contemporaryi service at 8.45 a.m
and the traditional service at
II a.m. Acolytes will be Dylan
Boone and Madison Connell
Church School will be at 9:50
a.m. The previous week's worship service will be televised
on NewWave Cable Channel
19 at II a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell and
Richard Youngblood, ministers,
will speak about "Reflection
on a New Year" at the 10 cm.
service. Bro. Youngblood will
speak about "This is the Day
the Lord Has Made" with scripture from Psalm 11824 at the
6 p.m. service. Assisting Sunday morning will be Kim
Alderdice, Terry Smith and
Richard Smith. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and family minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about "Exploring the Life of
Noah" with scripture from
Hebrews at the 8.9:15 and 10:30
a.m. worship services. The
observance of The Lord's Supper will be at the 6 p.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be held at the same times.

Pilot° provided

Blood River Mission
Board plans meeting

Ask Us About

service. Dee and Kathy Lip
ford will lead the worship services with Hazel Brandon, Dee
Lipford and Carol Kell) as
accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.M.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "Don't Ask the
Question If You Don't Want
the Answer" with scripture from
1 Thessalonians 5:17 at the
9 a.m. worship service with
Steve Sexton as the pastor's
assistant Betty Lawrence and
Beck Miller will serve as
greeters. Nicholas Brunn and
Teela Ethendge will serve as
acolytes. Children's church will
be directed by Bette Tucker.
Tina Sexton will direct the
choir with Renee Doyle, Pat
Brunn and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Sunday School
with Bobby Etheridge as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
in the family fellowship center. The Sunday night Bible
study and the youth group of
both Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at Kirksey
at 6 p.m during the month of
JanUary.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn On. pastor, will speak
about "A Celebration of Jesus
Christ Our Passover" with scripture from Exodus 12
at the
10:30 a.m. Lord's Supper worship service and about "21`,X17
State of the Church address"
with scripture from Philippians 3:12-14 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is
minister of music. The choir
will sing "Let the Veal Down"
and Shea McWherter will present special music at the morning
hour
and
Dorothy
Rogers at the evening service.
Assisting will be Jeff Gentry
and Mark Morgan, deacons.
Shelly Harris is minister to
preschool and children. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster. pastor, will
speak about "You Are My
Beloved Son; With You I Am
Well Pleased" with scripture
from Luke 3:22 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. Holy

LIVE NATIVITY: Pictured are cast members and support staff of the Live Nativity program presented by the Praise &
Worship Team of Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church, 337 Flat Rd., between Hardin and Brewers. Directors were
Teresa Manning and Debbie Henson with music directed by Angela Mesa. A total of 220 guests viewed the program and
were served refreshments. Bro. Mark Dillon is senior pastor with Jeff Morehead as associate pastor.

Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone 270-753/881. This article is reproduced on the web:
WwW.nchrisr.org

HARDIN, ky..
The Blood River Baptist Association Mission Board will meet Thursday at Flint Baptist Church, located near Almo in Calloway County.
The evening meal will be served at 6 p.m. with the business session to start at 6:45 p.m. Bro. Tim Cole is director of
missions for the Blood River Baptist Association with offices
in Hardin.

service. Bob Beecher will lead
the song service. Also assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens. youth rrunister, Justin
Gibbs, Daron Wilson, John
Miller, Steve Winchester. Bud
Gibbs, Donnie Winchester, Phil
Morris, Bill Nix and Randy
Young. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10.15 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"Connect to the Power- at the
8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship
services. A "Silent Lord's Supper Service" will be at the 6
p.m. service with a benevolent
offering to be collected after
the service. Mike Crook is
associate pastor of music, with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray
as accompanists. The sanctuary choir will sing "Be Strong
in he Lord- at the second
service. Joetta Kelly, minister
to preschool and children, will
give the children's sermon at
both morning services. Assisting will be Don Edwards and
Paul Dailey, deacons of the
week, and Judy Ingersoll and
Nancy Jones. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m. Boyd
Smith is associate pastor of
students.
First Christian: Dr. Michael
Ridley, guest speaker. will speak
about "Choices We Make" at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as accompanists. Erin Murphy,
director of children and youth,
will give the children's sermon. Assisting will be Scott
West, worship leader. Don Bennett and June VanderMolen,
elders, and Fran Miller, Jim
Boone. Judith Hill, Jean Bennett and Fred Wells, diaconate.
Sunday.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Jamie Hughes. associate pastor, will speak about "Sanctified to Serve- with scripture
from Ezekiel 33:10 at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services.
Tom and Beata Baker will
speak about their work in Wisla,
Poland at the 6 p.m. worship
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Incoming Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nev., rea
right, and incoming Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConn
of Ky., rear, left, talk in the Old Senate Chamber on Capitol Hi
in Washington, Thursday prior to the start of the 11000
Congress. Sen. John Ensign, R-Nev., is at foreground, le*
and Sen. Charles Schumerr, D-N.Y. is at foreground, right. e
r

New roles are set for
Kentuckians in Congress.:,
•:.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Sen.
Kentucky
Mitch
Newly elected Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi holds up the gavel surrounded by the children and grandchildren of mem- McConnell reached the pinnacle
of power among Senate
bers of Congress in the U.S. Capitol in Washington Thursday.
Republicans, while a longtime
political commentator from
Louisville took his seat as the
state's newest representative as
WASHINGTON(AP)— The her fellow House members.
years, the leaders of our govern- her protests. and Democratic Congress convened Thursday
spotlight belonged to Nancy
Minutes later, cheers erupted ment have been democratically Party Chairman Howard Dean.
with Democrats in charge.
Pelosi on Thursday as she in the chamber as House elected. And from their ranks,
She also attended a ceremoThe delegation remained
became the first woman in U.S. Republican leader John Boehner our elected leaders have always nial
swearing-in
of the
history to stand at the head of handed her the speaker's gavel. selected a man for the responsi- Congressional Black Caucus, intact from last year's election
the House of Representatives, Pelosi always has said she wants bility and honor of serving as where the incoming leader of the with one exception — Democrat
second in line to the presidency. to be judged by her abilities, not speaker of the House. Always, 42-member group, Rep. Carolyn John Yarmuth claimed the
Pelosi,
a
66-year-old her gender, but she happily that is, until today."
Cheeks Kilpatrick, D-Mich., Louisville-area 3rd District seat
Democrat, aimed to introduce acknowledged the importance of
Pelosi had entered the cham- made clear that they intended to after defeating Republican
herself to America not just as the her achievement.
ber to prolonged cheers from have a voice in the new incumbent Anne Northup last
San Francisco liberal decried by
"Today I thank my col- fellow House members and the Congress. "She must deliver November.
Republicans, but also as an leagues. By electing me as packed visitors' galleries, where because black people delivered
—They say that every day is
Italian-American
Catholic, speaker you have brought us onlookers
included
actor that we might have this majori- the first day of the rest of your
mother of five and native of grit- closer to the ideal of equality Richard Gere and singer Tony ty," Kilpatrick said of Pelosi.
life, but this one is a little bit difty Baltimore, where her father that is America's heritage and Bennett, crooner of "I Left My
The House convened at mid- ferent,"
Yarmuth. who founded
was mayor.
America's hope," Pelosi said. Heart in San Francisco."
day with Democrats rejoicing
She arrived on the House "This is an historic moment —
Pelosi began her history- over taking control of Congress an alternative tnewspaper in
Louisville. said by phone.
floor for the historic event with for the Congress, and for the making day at a prayer service after 12 years in the minority.
her six grandchildren in tow, women of America. It is a with her husband. Paul, and a
"We look forward to the rest "When 1 rode up to the Hill this
including baby Paul Michael moment for which we have daughter at St. Peter's Catholic of the country appreciating the morning, it felt a lot different
Vos, born to her daughter waited more than 200 years. Church near the Capitol. real San Francisco values, of than it had ever felt before."
Alexandra in early November. Never losing faith, we waited Attending the service with her diversity and a city of dreamers,
While Yarmuth was among a
She thanked her family for sup- through the many years of strug- were Republican leaders that her " San Francisco Mayor Gavin flock of freshmen being sworn
porting her journey "from the gle to achieve our rights."
party put into the minority in the Newsom said after attending a in, Kentucky's senior senator
kitchen to the Congress."
"For our daughters and November election: Boehner brunch in her honor. "You can
was asslic
urriin
pub
tc49.
_hi.s isedwin
new..Methe
as
After her election by a vote granddaughters, today we have and Minority Whip Roy Blunt of only exploit the gay community „slaracip
of 233-202. the chamber's broken the marble ceiling," she Missouri.
so Minch ... They're going to Ste
divided
Senate.
Democratic-Republican break- said. "For our daughters and our
Also there were new House there's so much more to San narrowly
Following the November elecdown, Pelosi stood holding the granddaughters now, the sky is Majority Leader Steny Hoyer of Francisco."
sleeping infant — who did not the limit."
Maryland. a one-time Pelosi
Throughout, the symbolism tion that gave Democrats a
stir — and shook hands as she
Boehner, in handing her the rival
elected
by
House of Pelosi's triumph for women razor-thin majority. McConnell
accepted congratulations from gavel, said, "For more than 200 Democrats to be her No. 2 over was center stage.
was chosen by his GOP colAP

First female House speaker basks in history

leagues as their leader.
McConnell called for biparti;
sanship as the 110th Congress:
opened, and offered a quick::
example. saying
he ant,
Democratic leader Harry Reit:
will co-sponsor a lobbying:
reform bill that the Senate wit:
..4
take up next week.
McConnell mentioned a
imum wage increase as another:,
'a
issue ripe for compromise.
"There are a number ot.
things that we can do and shoulki
do," he told reporters in a cop.::
ference call.
He said Senate Democrats'.
should not be content with.;1
"small mailers," and urged legii
islators to take up two "megtti
issues" — immigration anft
Social Security. He said the cup...:
rent political balance —
Democratic-led Congress ancl.:,
Republican White House
shouldn't be a deterrent.
"Divided government ... has
frequently been the best kind of
government to tackle major
issues." he said.
Yarmuth, who won election
arttill,, a backlash win+
President Bush in his distsiat,
wasn't as upbeat about prospects
for a fruitful relationshiati
between the president and congressional Democrats.
•
1
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RACERS

86 83 TIGERS

OT

Music City Miracle
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Rich Brooks, seen here talking to an official dunng the Music City
Bowl last Friday, will guide the North team during the Notth-South
All-Star Classic in Houston on Jan 13

Brooks & Boys
will lead
North team
year regular at center, twice being
named SEC Offensive Lineman of
the Week during his career. White
Ve as a four-year starter. totaling
153 tackles as a Wildcat. including
22.5 tackles for loss.
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Head
Complete
~All-Mayday
coach Rich Brooks, offensive Team" Released: ESPN has
coordinator Joker Phillips. offen- released its annual "All-Mayday
sive lineman Michael Aitcheson. Team" for the 2006 season, includcenter Matt McCutchan and defen- ing Kentucky defensive tackle
sive end Durrell White are sched- Lamar Mills, for players who have
uled to participate in the inaugural shown extraordinary toughness
IntaJuice North-South All-Star and determmauon dunng their colClassic on Jan. 13 in Houston.
legiate careers.
Brooks and Phillips will guide
The team was being compiled
the offense for the North team. The by Mark May and Brett Edgerton
players' team assignments have not of ESPN and the players have been
been made yet.
featured during ESPN's bowl covThe Wildcats are coming off an erage
8-5 season, capped by a win over
Mills was selected in recogniClemson in the Gaylord Hotels tion of not only physical toughness
Music City Bowl.
but also mental and spiritual
A itcheson was a two-year toughness in the face of a double
starter in the offensive line and dose of adversity.
earned
second-team
In the 2005 season opener,
A 11Southeastern Conference honors as
a senior. McCutchan was a three•See UK, 28

FIVE WILDCATS TO
PARTICIPATE IN ALLSTAR GAME

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
Racer guard Bruce Carter (11) goes up between Tennessee State defenders Moraye Ivy (24) and Courtney Bohannon
(25) for this layup attempt during the first half of Thursday's OVC showdown at TSU.

RACERS BATTLE BACK FROM 18 IN SECOND HALF TO FORCE OVEFMME
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — It may be too
early to say for sure, but Thursday's outof-nowhere comeback at Tennessee State
could be a season saver for the Murray
State Racers.
Down by as many as 18 points early in
the second half and all but left for dead,
the Racers came alive behind the deft

shooting of sophomore guard Tyler
Holloway and a key defensive effort to
escape Nashville with an improbable 8683 overtime triumph over the Tigers.
While no one in a Racer uniform was
quite ready to call the victory monumental just yet, at least two in the MSU contingent agreed it was a big boost to a
squad that's had its share of struggles this
season.
"It was a great team win." said first-

year Murray head coach Billy Kenned)
"Our guys stuck together ... and we executed down the stretch.
"(TSU) is a good team. That's why
they were picked second (in the OVC).
We were fortunate to be able to come
back." he continued. "We're getting better, and that's all I've been concerned
about with these guys. We've still got a
•See RACERS, 2B

LADY RACERS 83, LADY TIGERS 55

Scott's double-double helps MSU in rout
SCOTT,6 OTHER PLAYERS REACH
DOUBLE FIGURES IN ROAD WIN
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Senior forward Joi Scott was
one of six Murray State players
to reach double figures as the
Lady Racers rebounded from a
slOggish first half to rout Ohio
Valley
rival
Conference
Tennessee State 83-55 on
Thursday night at the Gentry
Center.
Scott notched a double-double on the night, sconng 15 of
htr game-high 23 points in the
second half while also grabbing
13 rebounds to help the Lady
Racers (9-3) remain atop the
league standings with a perfect
6-0 mark.
Despite leading the entire
way. Murray managed no more
than a seven-point lead in the
first half on the lowly Lady
Tigers (3-9. 1-3 OVC). who are
currently mired in 10th place in
conference standings after going
winless in 2005-06.
The Lady Racers shot 46.4
percent (13-of-28) in the first
half, but allowed TSU to shoot
43.3 percent (13-of-30) and

were out-rebounded 19-16 while
committing II turnovers.
"In the first half, we just
weren't focused on the things
that got us to this point," said
Murray State head coach Joi
Felton. "And it showed."
Murray. however, quickly
rectified its lackluster performance, securing the outcome with
an 11-4 run midway through the
second half to push its lead to
58-45 with 9:44 to play.
From that point. the Lady
Racers kicked into another gear.
opening as much as a 30-point
advantage (81-51) with a 16-1
spurt that put the homestanding
Lady Tigers out of their misery.
Sophomore guard Amber
Guffey continued her solid play
of late after a tough first half.
scoring 10 of her 13 points and
dishing out five of her seven
assists in the final 20 minutes.
"Amber's doing a good job
for us," Felton said. "We're
excited about what she's doing.
"We just had to come out (in
the second half) and do what we
do, and that's play defense and
See MSU, 2B

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Lady Racer guard Alaina Lee (20) drives to the basket
for this layup attempt during Murray State's 83-55 triumph at OVC rival Tennessee State on Thursday
night. Lee scored 15 points in the game

ALABAMA FOOTBALL

No where to
go but up
SABAN EMBRACES BAMA'S
HIGH EXPECTATIONS
TUSCALOOSA. Ala. (AP) —
Nick Saban couldn't escape his college roots, so he quit trying.
Saban was introduced as
Alabama's coach on Thursday. touting his championship aspirations
and citing his love of college football as a reason for taking a pay cut
to leave the Miami Dolphins.
In other words, he said the things
Crimson Tide fans most wanted to
hear.

"My heart's here. I love it here,"
he said. "I like to affect people, and
that's why I'm here. This is obviously one of the best places in the country to have an opportunity to do
that."
Taking over a program with a
rich tradition led by the late coach
Bear Bryant, who won five national
tales, Saban refused to dwell in the
past.
•See SABAN, 2B

AP
Alabama football coach Nick Saban addresses the media in
Tuscaloosa. Ala, Thursday for the first time after being hired
Saban is the most high-profile coach the Tide has hired since Bear
Bryant's retirement after the 1982 season, a steady stream that has
included such names as Bill Curry, Mike DuBose and Mike ShUM
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From Page 1B

Rembert's
double-double
helps SEMO
past Eastern

ways to go, but we're getting
better."
Holloway — who had a
career night with 29 points on 8of-11 shooting from the field,
including a 4-of-6 effort from 3point range while also knocking
down all nine of his free throw
attempts — echoed his coach's
sentiments.
"It was a huge win for us,"
he claimed. "especially on the
road against a team that was
picked second. It shows how
much we're getting better. We
feel like we're developing every
game."
By the time the first half was
over, it appeared the Racers (78, 5-2 OVC) would be left trying to explain a crushing loss, as
they fell victim to the inside
prowess of TSU forward
Clarence Matthews.
The 6-foot-7, 250-pound
` senior had his way with overmatched Racers in the post,
scoring 15 of his 17 points on 5of-7 shooting.
While Matthews dominated
on the outside, guard LaDarious
Weaver was making MSU pay
from the perimeter, pumping in
11 points on 4-of-7 shooting,
including a 2-of-4 effort from 3point range.
The Tigers managed to break
open a relatively close game
with a 12-3 run in the final 5:08
of the first half, turning what
was once seven-point advantage
into a seemingly commanding
42-26 edge the halftime break.
"1 thought we took a lot of
quick shots and didn't run our
offense," Kennedy said of the
first half. "The first 10 minutes,
we did a really good job defensively on the inside. Then, we
started pressing.
"They made some shots, and
then we took some quick shots
and didn't make them. We
missed like seven layups, and
we missed some free throws, so
we weren't able to sustain anything."
The early part of the second
half looked like more of the
same, as Tennessee State
opened the scoring with a layup
by Ivy Moraye and continued to
hold onto a double-digit advantage at the 17:01 mark.
But a layup by Holloway at
the 16:23 mark ignited a 15-4
Racer blitz that knotted the
game at 50-all with 11:05 to
play. George Fotso's tip-in of a
Ray George miss pulled Murray
even and set up a back-andforth war in the final minutes of
regulation.
Neither team held more than
a four-point lead in the remaining minutes of the second half,
although TSU appeared poised
to save face with a four-point
lead with only 49 seconds
remaining.
Junior guard Andrae Belton
— who torched the Racers for a
career-high 35 points on a
scorching 14-of-23 shooting —
capped a 7-0 TSU run with a

SAMFORD,
AUSTIN PEAY,
TTU ALL WIN AS
WELL

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP) — Michael Rembert
scored 19 points had 12
rebounds to help Southeast
Missouri State come from
behind Thursday to beat Eastern
Illinois 80-65.
Southeast Missouri(5-11, 3-4
OVC)fell behind by as many as
10 in the first half before going
into halftime trailing by only
one at 31-30.
The Redhawks took control
midway through the second half
after Jajuan Maxwell hit a 3pointer to put Southeast
Missouri up 44-41.
Romain Martin led the
Panthers (5-11, 1-6) with 18
points and Bobby Catchings had
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
14.
Murray State guard Ray George (3) prepares to deliver a pass
Samford 55,
to a teammate against the defense of Tennessee State's
Tenn.-Martin 41
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Joe
Reiley Ervin (2) during the Racers' 86-83 overtime win on
Thursday night at Nashville, Tenn. George, who scored 12 Ross Merritt scored a game-high
17 points to lead Samford to a
three-point play to put the
55-41 victory over TennesseeTigers in front 68-64. But
Racers 861 Tenn. St. 83, OT
Martin Thursday night.
MURRAY ST.(7-8)
Holloway fueled the Racers'
Samford (8-6, 5-0 Ohio
Horton 1-5 2-2 4. Holloway 8-11 9-9 29,
answer by knocking down three
Valley Conference) turned in its
Carter 5-84-7 15. Witherspoon 2-8 1-4
straight free throws after being
7 Kennedy 1-3 0-0 2. George 4-9 3-5
best defensive performance so
12, K Thomas 0-0 0-0 0. D Thomas 0-1
fouled by Larry Turner while
far this season, limiting
0-00, Paul 5-50-1 11, Fotso 3-5 0-0 6
attempting a 3-pointer.
Totals 29-55 19-28 86
Tennessee-Martin (3-13, 1-5) to
Holloway's effort was someTENNESSEE ST.(5-8)
its lowest scoring game this seaErvin 0-5 0-0 0. Weaver 5-11 3-3 16, Ivy
thing Kennedy was looking for
son.
2-8 0-0 4, Turner 2-7 4-6 8, Matthews
out of the 5-2 sophomore.
5-10 6-6 17, Armstrong 0-0 0-0 0.
The
Bulldogs
held
Waddey 1-1 0-03, Belton 14-23 4-4 35.
"We've been on Tyler about
Tennessee-Martin
to
35.7
perBohannon 0-4 0-00. Summers 0-1 0-0
being more aggressive, and he's
cent shooting from the field.
0 Totals 29-70 17-1983
been more aggressive lately,"
Halftime — Tennessee State 42-26
Samford finished with 47.7 perEnd 0/ Regulation — Tied 70 3-PoInt
the coach said. "Our gifys are
cent from the floor.
Goals — Murray St. 9-17 (Holloway 4looking for him more, and he
Travis Peterson and Randall
6, Witherspoon 2-5, Paul 1-1. Carter 1did a great job."
1, George 1-1, D Thomas 0-1, Horton
Gulina both scored 13 points for
0-2), Tennessee St. 8-26 (Weaver 3-6,
Holloway credited his teamSamford. Peterson finished with
Belton 3-9, Matthews 1-1, Waddey 1-1.
mates with an assist.
a team-high five rebounds,
Summers 0-1, Ervin 0-2, Ivy 0-2.
"The credit's all to my teamBohannon 0-4). Fouled Out — Ervin,
while senior Jerry Smith added
Weaver
Rebounds
—
Murray
St
31
mates," he claimed. "I was able
four assists.
(Carter 7). Tennessee St. 45
to get some easy buckets around
Tennessee-Martin's Zerek
(Matthews, Turner 12) Assists —
Murray St. 13 (George, Horton 5),
the basket in transition, espeKnight scored to start the second
Tennessee
St.
12
(Ervin 7) Total
cially in the second half. It realhalf and cut the Bulldogs' lead
Fouls — Murray St. 20, Tennessee
ly helped me get my outside
to 26-20. Samford then went on
St 25. A — NA
game going."
a 17-9 run and took a commandBelton then beat the Racers' final 29 seconds to claim the ing 43-29 lead with 8:32 left in
full-court press with a layup on victory.
the game.
Belton's career night includa runout, but George answered
Cleve Woodfork led the
for MSU with a game-tying 3- ed 10 of the Tigers' 13 overtime Skyhawks with 13 points and
pointer with only eight seconds points, taking advantage of the Gerald Robinson added 9.
Racers' emphasis on TSU's size
left.
Austin Peay 78,
The Racers then had to in the frontcourt.
Jacksonville St. 63
"Belton stepped up for
weather
a
game-winning
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. —
attempt from Turner on the low them," Kennedy said. "He had- Drake Reed scored a game-high
block. The soft lob from the n't played a whole lot in the 23 points on 10-of-13 shooting
right of the goal was no good, past, but he had a tremendous to lead Austin Peay to a 78-63
moving the game into an extra game.
victory over Jacksonville State
"Hopefully, we'll be ready Thursday night.
five-minute session.
In the extra period, MSU got for him next time. But our
The Governors (7-6, 4-1
key 3-point baskets from gameplan was to take away Ohio Valley Conference)shot 52
Holloway
and
Shawn their big guys. I thought we did percent from the floor in the first
Witherspoon and connected on a good job on the glass and a and jumped to a 40-29 lead at
7-of-8 free throw attempts in the good job on their posts."
the half. Wes Channels chipped
in a career-best 17 points for
Austin Peay while Todd
Babington
and
Fernandez
Lockett rounded out the doubledigit scoring with 14 and 11
turnovers.
From Page 1B
points, respectively.
After shooting 43 percent in the first half, the
be aggressive on offense." she added.
Will Ginn's career-high 20
Freshman Jenny Petrie (17), junior Alaina Lee Lady Tigers were good for only 31.4 percent in the points for the Gamecocks (3-11,
final
20
minutes,
finishing
at
36.9
percent
(24-of(15) and sophomore Ashley Nichole Hayes (11)
1-4) was matched by Dorien
also reached double figures for Murray State, 65)for the game. Obiageli Okafor paced TSU with Brown, but it wasn't enough to
which shot 57 percent in the second half to finish 19 points on 8-of-17 shooting.
overcome Austin Peay's hot first
The Lady Racers return to the floor on Monday half.
at 52.4 percent (33-of-63) for the contest.
The Lady Racers turned around the rebounding night. when they host second-place Southeast
Tennessee Tech 75,
statistics in the second half to finish with a 42-36 Missouri State (10-4, 5-1) at 5:15 p.m. at the
Eastern Kentucky 53
edge on the boards while forcing TSU into 18 Regional Special Events Center.
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. —
Amadi McKenzie scored 16
points, finished 7-of-8 from the
floor and had seven rebounds to
lead Tennessee Tech to a 75-53
win Thursday night over coldshooting Eastern Kentucky.
Tech (6-8, 2-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) led nearly the
entire game and pulled away
after the Colonels (8-6, 3-3) got
as close as 41-35 with 12:46 left.
Tech then scored 10 straight
points with Belton Rivers making five of them. He finished
with 15.

•MSU

iss Murray State
Basketball
Monday, January 8th
at the RSEC

Lady Racers vs. SEMO
@ 5:15pm

ilsoramiet
Stmeses

Racers vs. SEMO
@ 7:30pm
0'111'1
CHURCH NIGHT
Any church group can purchase a
discounted $4 ticket per group member.
Contact the Athietk Marketing Ohio*
at 2704109-3617 for further information.

Ticket Office 270-809-4895 • www.goracers.com

OVC(Ovend)
School
Samford
5-0 (8-6)
Austin Peay
4-1 (7-6)
Morehead State 4-1 (8-5)
Murray State
5-2 (7-8)
Eastern Ky.
3-3 (8-6)
Tennessee St.
2-2 (5-8)
Southeast Mo.
3-4 (5-11)
Tennessee Tech 2-3 (6-8)
Jacksonville St. 1-4 (3-11)
UT-Martin
1-5 (3-13)
Eastern Illinois
1-6 (5-11)

rStOREMIAREI
Sponsored By.

Ingram APIcY
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 759-3415

Van Hsverstack
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NFL Payoff Glance
By The Associated Press
Wild-card Playoffs
All limes CST
Saturday, JerL 6
Kansas City at Indianapo6s, 3:30 p.m
(NBC)
Dallas at Seattle. 7 p.m (NBC)
Sunday, Jen. 7
New Your Jets at New England, 12 p.m.
(CBS)
New York Giants at Philadelphia. 130
pm (FOX)
Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. 13
AFC game, TBA (CBS)
NFC game 113A (FOX)

Sunday, Jan. 14
AFC gems. TBA (CBS)
NFC game TBA (FOX)
Conference Championehlpe
Sunday, Jan. 21
AFC gems. TBA (CBS)
NEC game. TBA (FOX)
Super Bowl
Sunday, Feb. 4
Miami
AFC Champion vs NFC Champion 6
pm (CBS)
Pro Bowl
Saturday, Feb. 10
At Honolulu
AFC vs NFC. 6 pm (CBS)

•UK
From Page 18
Mills made a career-high eight
tackles versus Louisville but
suffered a torn ACL knee injury
near the end of the game, forcing him to miss the remainder of
the season. In the same week,
his family's home in Slidell,
La., was devastated
by
Hurricane Katrina.
Having already completed
his bachelor's degree in only
three years, it would have been
easy for Mills to walk away
from football. However, he
decided to stay the course and
play his final season. Everyone
associated with Kentucky football marveled at Mills' grace
and courage under adversity; he
never complained, and in fact,
kept a very positive attitude and
inspired his teammates and
friends with his attitude and
deep personal faith.
After staying in Mills' apartment temporarily, his family
decided to return to Louisiana,
stick it out, and rebuild their
devastated home. Mills went
through a long and painful rehabilitation, not returning to the
2006.
Mills' teammates were so

inspired that they elected him
permanent team captain for the
2006 season. He reclaimed his
starting job at defensive tackle
and helped lead the Wildcats to
their first bowl game in seven
years. In addition, he completed
master's
degree
his
in
December from UK's Patterson
School of Diplomacy and
International Commerce.
Here is the full 2006 AllMayday Team:
Head Coach Joe Paterno
OFFENSE
08 Brian Brohrn, Louisville
WR Kenneth Brantley II, Bowling
Green
WR Mike Walker UCF
TE Luke Smith-Anderson. Idaho
01 Robby DAngisio, Southern Miss
01 Kyle DeVan, Oregon Si
01 Doug Free. Northam Minas
OL Tony Hills, Texas
OL Ken Shackleford Georgia
RB George Bell, Virginia Tech
FB Mike Vitt Army
Slot Zernin Singleton, Navy
DEFENSE
Dl. Justin Harrell. Tennessee
Di_ Ray McDonald, Fionda
Di. Lamar Mills, Kentucky
LB H B Blades. Pittsburgh
LB Dan Connor Penn St
LB Donta Moore. Connecticut
LB Thaddaeus Washington, Coioradr:
DB Josh Barren, Arizona St
DB Andray Downs, Rice
De Bryan Heinz Northwestern
Watts, Kansas St
SPECIAL TEAMS
K
Sergio Aguayo UNLV
P
Daniel Sepulveda Baylor

MIDDLE SCHOOL ROUNDUP

Calloway 7th grade
teams sweep Carlisle
Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle School girls' seventh
grade basketball team have very
little trouble with Carlisle
County Thursday night, winning
44-5.
Taylor
Futrell,
Neely
Gallimore
and
Cheyenne
Maddox all had six points.
Ashley Gullixson tossed in
five, while Lauren Benson,
Megan Pittenger, Allison Rogers
and Karlee Wolfe all finished
with four points.
Brittany
Reynolds
and
Ashleigh Wolfe each had two
points and Abby Futrell had a
free throw.
Calloway jumped out to a 130 lead and held Carlisle to two
second quarter points while

going up 21-2 at halftime.
Calloway held a 35-5 lead after
three quarters and did not allow
a point in the final eight minutes.
In seventh grade boys' action.
Calloway improved to 6-7 with
a 48-25 win over Carlisle.
Joe Futrell led all Callowa)
players with a team-high nine
points.
Russell Garland scored eight
and Dannis Seay added seven
points.
Nathan Gream and Dugan
Pearson each scored six points.
while Jacob BurIceen finished
with four points.
Garrett Schweatman scared
three points and Jay Green
tossed in two, as did, TJ Elam.
Jessie Vaught added a free
throw.

•Saban
From Page 8A
"It's what you do now," he
said.
His resume features the one
thing Alabama fans hunger for
most: A national title. His "championship credentials" — as athletic director Mal Moore put it —
are why the Tide was willing to
offer a reported eight-year deal
worth an estimated $32 million
plus incentives, the richest in college football.
"I know there's tremendous
expectations here," Saban said.
"I can tell you that, however you
feel about it, I have even higher
expectations for what we want to
accomplish. I want to win every
game we play."
Saban led Alabama divisional
rival LSU to a national title in
2003 and two SEC championships before heading to
Miami.
Alabama hasn't won the
league or even the Western
Division since 1999 under Mike
DuBose. The Tide's latest national title — its sixth — came in
1992 under Gene Stallings.

Alabama has had four losing seasons since '97.
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TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2 --- Champion Anthony
Peterson (21-0-0) vs. Juan Garza '28
2-0), for NABO lightweight champ.
onship, at Biloxi, Miss
10 p.m.
SHO — Super middleweights. Jean
Paul Mealy (23-0-0) vs Anthony
Hanslaw (21-0-0), lunar welterweights, NY:* Casal (15-0-1) vs Jokr
Antonio Izouierdo (15-0-1), at
Souihaven. Mies
GOLF
5 p.m.
Tac — PGA Tour, Mercedes-Benz
ChernpkylstSp_ second round at
Kapelua. Hawaii
NSA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN
Dallas at San Antonio
9:30 p.m.
ESPN — Miami at Phoenix
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
of stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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RENOVATION
4TH
IMMARILITATION UNIT
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

mom

Murray-Calloway County Hospital will receive bids for the RENOVATIONS FOR 4TH FLOOR REHABILITATION UNIT until 2700 P.M. local lame, Tuesday, January 23, 2007, at the MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
MOSPITAL,PRIVATE DINING ROOM Si 903 POPLAR STREET, MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071 at which time
▪ place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
The project includes the renovation of existing 4th floor spaces in the Murray Calloway County Hospital for
the Rehabilitation Unit. The work Includes finish carpentry. metal doors and frames, wood doors, aluminum
windows, finishes, specialties, plumbing, HVAC and electrical work
Bidding Documents may be examined at the following locations
!du:ray-Calloway County Hospital. Plant Operationa Department
Associated General Contractors of Kentucky, 1111 Shire Lane, Suite 103, Bow luig Green. KY
Western Kentucky Construction Association, 1623 Highway 121 Bypass, Murray, KY
Western Kentucky Construction Association, 2201 McCracken Blvd.. Paducah. KY
Dodge F W McGraw Hill Companies, 1604 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
Builders Exchange, 2300 Meadow Drive, Louisville, KY 40'218
JRA Architects. 3225 Summit Square Place, Suite 200, Lexington, KY 40609
Marcum Engineering, 500 South 17th Street, Paducah, KY
Bidding Documents, including Drawings and Specifications, may be purchased from Paducah Blueprint &
Supply Co Inc, 999 Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001. Phone.(270) 444-6171. Email. kandeepadblueprint.corn for
$125.00 per met The cost for shipping is payable direct to Paducah Blueprint and is $3000 per set The cost
for Bidding Documents and shipping is not refundable The successful Bidder will be responsible for purchasing additional sets as needed for construction
A certified check, made payable to Murray-Calloway County Hospital, or a satisfactory Bid Bond executed by
the Bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five percent {5% of the bid shall be submitted with
each bid
The successful Contractor, will be required to furnish and pay for Satisfactory Performance and Labor and
Materials Payment Bonds. The Performance and Labor and Materials Payments Bonds shall be executed by
Surety Company possesaing an A.M Best Company rating of A- or better and which holds • certificate of
Authority issued by the Department of Treasury and shall be hated as an acceptable surety in the Circular; published annually as of July 1 and licensed in the State of Kentucky
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids or to waive any informalities+ in the bidding Bids
received after scheduled closing time for receipt of bids will be returned unopened to bidders Any bid which is
not submitted in the proper form will not be considered No bids may be withdrawn for a period of forty-five
days subsequent to opening of bids
Bids must be submitted only on the forms Included in the specifications Bidders are required to submit the
Form of Proposals sealed inside the company's standard 10' x 13" envelope, with a label affixed on the outside
indicating the bidder's name, mailing address. project name and project title, bid date and time, and the words
'BID FORM OF PROPOSAL ENCLOSED'
A MANDATORY Pre-Bid Meeting for all General Contractors is scheduled for 330 p m local time, on Monday,
January 15, 2007 MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL PRIVATE DINING ROOM 51 & 52, S03
POPLAR STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071.

1311 NOM

PUBIJC NOTICE
INTERIOR RENOVATION
Published in accordance with KRS 424:130, the McCracken County Board of
Health is accepting sealed bids on an interior renovation project as described
below All work is to be performed at the Paducah-McCracken County Health
Center located at 916 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah. KY Sealed bids must be clearly marked on the outside of the envelope 'Renovation Bid" and submitted to the
following address: Purchase District Health Department. Attention: Jeanette
Berry, PO Box 2597, Paducah, KY 42002. Sealed bids will be received until 2:00
p.m cat on January 25, 2007 At that time, the bids will be opened and recorded
in the conference room of the Paducah-McCracken County Health Center Bidders
do not have to be present Bids, which meet the specifications rioted, will be awarded based on lowest and best bid. The McCracken County Board of Health reserve*
the right to not accept any or all bids submitted. Only the successful bidder will
be contacted. A pre-bid meeting will be held on January 10, 2007 at 10700 •.m cat
at the Paducah-Mc('racken County Health Center at the address noted above.
Payment and performance bonds will be required and all contractors and subcontractors are required to pay State Prevailing Wage Rates
Project (No. 06031 Description: Work covered by bid is an approximately 4,100
square foot interior renovation and ADA upgrade. Construction consists of demolition work, concrete footings, exterior concrete ramp and stairs, metal handraibi,
timber columns and beams, hollow metal frames, wood doors, gypsum board,
painting, suspended acoustical ceiling. vet flooring, and architectural millwork,
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing. See Specification 00100 - Instruction to
bidders bound herein for further bidding requirements
Project Plans: Bidding documents may be examined at the following locations:
S I B A., 504 West Jackson, Marion. IL 62969 Phone. 618-997-0904,
Fax 618-993-56241;
F W Dodge Corporation, 2625 Hawthorne Avenue, Evansville, IN 47714,
ViKY Contractors Association, 2201 McCracken Boulevard, Paducah, KY 42001.
A.B C. Plan Room, 1866 Calhoun Road, Owensboro, KY 42301;
AOC Plan Room, 2201 McCracken Boulevard, Paducah, KY 42001; and
Western KY Construction Association (AGC), 1623 Highway 121 Bypass,
Murray, KY 42071
Interested bidders may obtain plans from Baysinger Development Group, PLIA',
401 North Market Street, Suite B, Marion, IL 62969(Phone: 618-998-8015, Fax
618-998-8032) Two deposits for each set of documents shall be made payable to
the Architect in separate amounts of Twenty Dollars($20.00) which is non-refundable and One Hundred Dollars (6100.001 which will be refunded upon return of
documents in good condition at the Architect's office within 30 days after Bid opening

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060

fisia Wined
BP Truck Stop is now
hiring deli personnel.
Must be able to work
Monday through Friday
from 6AM-1PM. Also
hiring
part
time
cashiers Fuel desk
experience helpful, but
not required. Must be
able to work any shift.
Please apply in person.
BP Truck Stop, 2185
US Hwy. 641N, Murray.
EOE

Questions should be directed to the following
Architect • Dale Lovelace. Baysinger Development Group, PLLC.
401 North Market Street, Suite B, Marion, IL 62969
(Phone: 618-998-8015; Fax 618-998-6032)
Structural Engineer: Christopher Whiting. Whiting Structural Engineers, Inc.
806 W. DeYotung Street, Suite F. Marion, IL 62969
(Phone: 618-993-6700; Fax: 618-993-6717)
MechJElect. Engineer Erie Tramper, Farris McIntosh & Tramper. Inc.
124 S. 31st Street Paducah, KY 42001 (Phone: 443-8491; Fax 270-443-8494)

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray.

Request for Proposals

Solos

S
AD FOR ONLY
*75.00 PER
014ITH
CALL 753-1916

SANDRA D's wants to
thank everyone for al
the gifts and also your
dedication as cus
tomers. We're going on
our 28th year of food
service and hope the
next year will be as
good. God Bless.

1101111111111111

HELP WANTED
CLINICAL NUTRITIONIST
The Purchase Distnct Health lIepariment
seeking applicants for a Clinical Nutntionist to
provide conununity education and case man
agernent for Diabetes Center of Excellence
This is a part-time benefit position
Education and experience Bachelor's degree
from an accredited college or university and he
a licensed dietitian (1.. D.) by the Kentucky
State Board of Licensurr and Certification as
provided in KRS 310 031 or he a Certified
Nutritionist (C.N.) by the Kentucky State
Board of Licensure and ('edification as provided in KRS 310.031.
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $14 78 Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase District Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required
Transcripts and copies of license MUST
accompany applications and must be received
by the end of business on January. 15. 2007
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPIA:YER

Artless
Fat Is.

lisla WINN

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE

ADVERTISEMENT POE BID

The Calloway County Board of Education will be soliciting bids on point to point fiber wide area network
connections between the Calloway County Board of
Education and three remote site elementary schools
Requests for proposals on this project will be accepted
until bee pas., Friday, January IS, 2007 Further
information regarding this project may be obtained by
calling Susan Taylor at 762-7300 or by visiting our
wesbeits at www calloway k12.ky us The Calloway
County Board of Education reserves the right to reiect
any andor all proposals and waive any irregularities
in bidding

.1;
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Fiber Connectivity for Three Elementary Schools

V1S4

The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Nurse
Administrator to serve as assistant to the
Director of Nursing This is a full-time, benefit
position
Education and expenense Current active
Registered Nurse license from the Kentucky
Board of Nursing Bachelor of Science in
Nursing I BSN) or an ADN with a Bachelor's
Degree in a related field from an accredited
university or college. and Four (4) years nursing experience in a local Health Department
with one I Ii year of supervisory experience OR
Associate degree or diploma from an accredited university, college or school of nursing
(AND). Five (5) years nursing espenence in a
Local Health Department with one II) year of
supervisory expenence Masters of Science in
Nursing (MSN) or Masters in Public Health
ne
may substitute for one (I) year of expe(MPH)
Salary based on education and expenence with
the entry-level hourly wage as $22.31 Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase District Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required.
Transcripts and copies of RN license MUST
accompany applications and must he received
by the end of business day on January. IS. 2007.

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Local Health
Nurse Specialist to provide quality improvement services in the clinic and school programs
of the Purchase District Health Department.
This is a full-time, benefit position.
Education and experience: Current active
Registered Nurse license from the Kentucky
Board of Nursing. Associate degree or diploma
from an accredited university, college or school
of nursing. Two(2) years of nursing experience
in the Local Health Department and
Successfully demonstrated nursing competencies and completed all of the programmatic
trainings as assigned and indicated by their
position description.
Salary' based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $16.89. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase Distnct Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required
Transcripts and copies of RN license MUST
accompany applications and must be received
by the end of business day on January.. IS, 2007
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Nurse
Program Manager for Diabetes Center of
Excellence. This is a full-time, benefit position.
Education and experience: Current active
Registered Mast license from the Kentucky
Board of Nursing. Associate degree or diploma
from an accredited university, college or school
of nursing. Three (3) years of nursing experience in the LHD having successfully demonstrated competencies and completed all lob
specific programmatic trainings. Masters of
Science in Nursing(MSN)or Masters in Public
Health (MPH) degree may substitute for one
( 1) year of required experience. Nurse Program
Manager having primary responsibilities with
Public Health Nurse's must have a BSN degree
or higher.
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as S19.38. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase District Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required
Transcripts and copies of RN license MUST
accompany applications and must be received
by the end of business day on January. IS,
2007.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Delivery Tech needed to
set-up and educate patients in the home
with hospital bed, oxygen, etc.. full-tine
w/benefits.

905

%poly in person:
rcadia Circle. Murray. KY

COOK, Murray State
University. Full-time.
benefits (day & afternoon shifts)
Two
years culinary/cooking
expenence in an institutional Of nigh volume
retail
math

setting
GOO('
and excellent

interpersonal
skills
essential Salary 58 67
hourly
Apply
at
Department
of
Employment Services
1405 North 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
(located in the Career
Discovery
Center)
Womeniminorities
encouraged to apply
EEO.
M.F D.
AA
employer
EXPERIENCED
Pnnting Press
Operators - move up
to Heidelberg Presses
$14 50/br.. 2 weeks
paid vacation after 1
year. 7 paid holidays,
health & retirement
plans with company
match Call Steve 0
Innovative Printing
270-753-8802

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour

crisis

intervention,

and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293
FULL time help needed No experience necessary Apply in person
7 30-4 30, 8503 U S
Hwy 68 East. Benton
Fairelealing)
FURNITURE & flooring
sales person needed
to float between
departments Apply in
person at Carpet
Work] 13395 Hwy 641
Puryear, Tn
(731)498-8161
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions
RNIPN 10P-6A M-F
Full-time, CNA 10P-6A
full-time Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
W
Farthing
St .
Mayfield. KY 42066
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or marl
resume to Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy.
641 N. Murray, KY
42071
SSCS
Service
Solutions Help wanted janitorial service 5
nights per week S8 00
per hour
Tuesday
through
Saturday
Night work Call 1-800388-0951 Ask Diane
TRUCK Driver. minimum 3 years CDL to
pull mobile homes, no
experience necessary
(270)293-1837 or
(270)753-7975

SEEKING full or part
time pob odd pobs light
lifting 762-0029
& Oakes
CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda H. 759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
I WILL assist with elderly in home or facility
Companionship, light
housecleaning, cook
Mg, errands, etc
Retiabie caring, exp'd
Nancy (270)382-2424

HOME daycare in my
home looking for children to come kid
around with usl Great
home environment 10
miles from Wal-Mart
toward Alm Gnat me
a call at 753-7031 or
293-5212
WILL if wilt elderly
with references
270-527-1469

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3656

ANT:OUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING US Sliver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray.

FREE
DISH Networii 4-roon;
Satellite
system
America s Top 60 char
neis
for
only
$19 99/mo Get your
NBC
choice
of
Cinemax
Starr or
Sisowerne FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HO upgrade Barmier
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection or
HD
Televisions
Plasma LCD DIP &
CRTs
Brands by
Toshiba Sony LG
Zenith & JVC We also
have a large selector
of entertainment cite
ters & TV casts
Beasley TV 759-0901
PLAYSTATION
GAMES Now soldired
ed at Wood Electronics
or the Court Square
Huge SeleCtiOn, Greet
Prices' 753-0530
Enclosed trailer. 7x14
ramp door $4,000
53.18,6
The Place to Start

GOOD used retngera

Murray Ledger & Times
1270)753-1916

tors, electric ranges

gas heaters, air
boners. baseboar
heaters Used carper
wig. 753-4109

[
111511
/
4eNintes

JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Nadas
For SIN
2002 Ford F-350 diesel
super cab loaded, plus
extras 183.000 miles
$19,000
White mower. 50- cut.
zero turn, new, 52.500
Yard machine lawn
mower, make offer
'72 Mercedes. $2,000.
'41 Ford 4dr coupe,
needs
restored,
$2,000
New bush hog. 51,500
270-382-2420,
270-727-4055
4 tires off of a Windstar
Van. excellent condition $300.00 759-9424
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission. AC. tires
loaded 52,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109

WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

FULL size couch. toile
fabric in blue pastoral
scene wyth 4 throw pilows. $200 and a love
seat in burgundy floral
pattern with 2 matching
throw pillows, $100
Get both for $250 See
at 802 N 2001 or cal)
753-7964
KITCHEN table and 6
chairs with hutch
S500 rocking chair,
$25. hide-a-bed couch.
$50: upnght piano free
for the taking
753-1635 after 5

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Gre. Dowd
Computer Support
-Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - le Long Distance
-24x7 Affordable Assistance

www.dcreek.com

Article
For Sale
CANON Digital Rebel
camera 2 lenses 28135 mm with IS & 1855 mm Like new,
$500 Call for details
Ray or Janet
270-767-2229
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 We 4 *low, 1 size 8 bluil $150
each. 270-492-8614
FOR sato limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts Call
759-4938 or 753-2350

r

illets Esteems*
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Accepting tor comp-

rnent sale good, clean
working sports/gym
egisz
6es,
3

I
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OWNER
Financing"
No credit check. 39R
28A
Lot with barn
$4,000 down, $595
month
3632 Olive
Creek Rd. Benton k
42025
Marst.i
County 270-753.1011
ask for Gail

FREE PALLETS
Loading Deck Of
Murray Ledgsr & Tlnws
First Corns • First Serve
Noses No Phone Calls

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Friday, January 5,2087

Murray Ledger & Times
530

Meet Me Babies
of 2006!
Share your precious new arrival
by submitting a photo ofyour
baby born in 2006.

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

I

GOATS for sale
15 Boer does 8 mo
old, $100 each Two
are solid red 437-4714
or 293-6359

'97 Csunry.
Around 140K
miles,6 cyl.,
leather,
loaded, $6,500.

WILL PICK UP

293-5001

270-227-2864

GIRL

ate of Birth:
s•

Weight:

Mosey furniture, desk.
4 bookcases.
2 sofa beds, loveseat.
3 tables, china cabinet, buffet, white
wicker bedroom
furniture, bar.

96
Dodge
Grand
Caravan ES Loaded,
high miles, but runs &
drives great $2,600
080 762-9060
500
Used Trucks
1989 F150. 4.9L, 5
speed, dual fuel tanks.
XLT, white extenor, red
intenor, AC/PS,
tilt/cruise, bedliner,
$2,850. 270-762-9959
520

30

Length'

Estee

Name of
Parents:
Phone:
)ames Logan Henry
a

January 10, 2006
7 lbs 5 oz • 21"
James & Joyce Henn,

Send $10 payment, photo, name
of baby, date of birth, weight &
length, parents' names* and selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times Babies 2006
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
* no other information will be listed.

Poblicotiou Date: 1/17/07
Deadline to submit photo mid
information: 1/9/07
For more information, call
Stephens or Julie Brown at
753-1916

320

340

Houses For Rent

Apertments For Rent
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
LARGE 3-4BR loft apt.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.i6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TANGLEWOOD
APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive, Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer, Range, Dishwasher &
Refrigerator • All Electric •Central Heat/Air
• Carpet/Ceramic Tile • Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044

Or 270-804-0850
ITY# 800-648-6056
Some restrictions apply
270
MOM.Homes For Sale

280
Robb Homes For Rent

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and lot.
3BR 2BA. 133 Joseph
Street. Alma, KY
42020 nice and clean
$4,000 down. $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre,
$450/month
rent.
Rosemary Risner 270210-4756

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and 1
acre lot. 3BR 2BA,
12440 ST AT 94E,
towards lake Murray,
KY nice and clean.
$4,000 down. $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail
1998 Champion 16x80
3BR 2BA with appliances, excellent condition 270-489-2525
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 16x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 978-0921
99 Champion
Doublewide. 3-BR, 2bath in Palmersville
Tenn. $21,900
(270)293-1837
NEW models are here!
All 2006 models must
go!, Get a great deal on
your new home today!!
731-584-9109
Year's
NEW
Celebration!! 38R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry,
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c.!!
731-584-4926

REDUCED!
EXCELLENT

rental
property or starter
home 28R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$10.500 753-6012
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home!!! New & premodels
to
owned
choose from!!
731-584-9429

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866
Mobile Rome Lots For Rent
Sin per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.

753-4109.
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221

1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d. $350
month. 402 N. 8th 4362731
2-BR, clean, C/H/A,
W&D hook-up, no
pets, references +
deposit, 641 South
492-8634
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU! Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/mo
762-0991 559-1164
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances, C/H/A,
water, sewer, and
trash pick-up furnished. 1 small indoor
pet alfowed. $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404
LARGE 2BR, quiet
neighborhood, Bambi
Court North. $675
pets.
month.
No
Available 2/1/07
270-376-2746.
270-841-5653

dryers, and metal
llama for the Nemo.

JOE'S JOBS

400

Moving Sale
94 Pleasure Drive
Mayfield
Saturday
10:00 am
Call Cathy
(270)247-4036

NAME OF CHILD

Name:

moat scrap mewers,
mien, washers,

Yard Sale

BABIES'OF tow; FORW

7 BOY

2005 Ag Rain 1240
feet 3 inch hose 3822786, 205-1162

Roommates wanted. 2
slots available. Only
$200 per month! No
pets. Close to campus.
761-HOME

$435 month; large 1BR
apt., $295 month. Both
located at Bradley
Book Company on
campus.
270-2933710, 270-293-4602

360

Swags Rentals

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr.
Available
in
January. 270-435-4382
or leave message.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR 5375
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal

Cernmerkal Prop. For Rent

for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905, 2931480

340

Houses For Rent
2BR 1BA with attached
garage. New kitchen,
new bath. $425 per
month. No pets. 711
Payne St. 270-2933710 or 270-293-4602
2BR house, lease &
deposit required.
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/1-4/A. $550 month, 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3 BR, 2 Bath, fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town. Stove.
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, new paint & carpet, 5 minutes to
University. lease, references, deposit, $675
mo 293-123P

OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1,400
sq.ft. 400 N. 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices.
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public
and private entrances.
Covered parking
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954

AKC German Short
Hair Pointer. 3 yr. old
female, $50. Brown
leather Barrel saddle,
$190. 978-0623
DOG Obedience
416 :7R5P

NEON BEACH
MI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3353

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such prefeuence,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

2003 War Eagle hunt
ng/fishtng boat
270-705-0567
530
Services Offered
t&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leal mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 7-0611

d

rEleatrie
24 Noun mama
Res., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do it all. Call Greg
Collins.

Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth'
(270)759-4218

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

%1 I
I(Ill
kin Local iiin,
kit_3_ Condition
('ash or !cross
('all 761-110\11K
(4663i

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156

440
Lots For Sale

5 acre lot for sale 1
mile west from the
Murray Country
Club,402.03 ft. of
road frontage.

270-293-0371
450
grins For UM
2 story house, con
structed in 2003,3 bed
rooms, 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn.
Call 435-4748.

Amigo
1 to 300 acres. West
Calloway. Owner
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
10-15 acres good
building site, West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738
35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
ADAMS ELECTRIC
Licensed & Insured

•RtsidentIal
'Commercial
•Industrial •Reesoclel
Call Date Ammo

(270)2934192
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
while rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson ewk . net
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
.omputer Prithliets
iii
{home or Int%
S510 pur It •

270-227-1087
int

DNJ HANDYMAN
160
Homes For Sale
198 Browns Grove
Road, Lynn Grove.
2BR/1BA, new CH/A,
all appliances, W/D,
storage building, many
upgrades. priced $70s.
(270)293-2664
FSBO
4 BR. 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
1\1\11
\ II
I )I III 1(1 1111
will buy your
1.4• I w Lifsn
glIr '.n fun I'..

Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.
490

Used Cars
ESTATE Sale
2000 Buick La Sabre
LTD, fully loaded, 98k.
$6,000 OBO. perfect.
new tires, brakes, Pic489-2550
1987 Buick GraNi
National. (Turbo) nice
one, 13,000
(270)354-9775

We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

t44 •

;644

Mit( tit ti
Root
h H
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

David's
Home
Improvement
Warn Damaged Rows
Brame & Roor Josses
Reeve/Mg Plixrdsno
Dowd Gairnore. OwneWO Do Insurance wor.
asa is Mastercard loaptec

731-247-5422

270-217-8987

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsabtlity whatsoever for their
activities.

YOUR AD
COULD EU
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Iv Jacqueline Bigar

HOMSCINIO
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Jan. 6, 2007:
This year you express your
thoughts and feelings in a manner that causes others to stop and
think. Asking the right questions
helps not only you understand
better, but the people you question also become more enlightened. Often, people might not
know why they do what they do.
even if you might have a hunch.
Your instincts serve you well
with partnerships and money. If
you are single, a relationship
might be very important. Look
at relating as practise right now,
leading to a better or more
important bond. If you are
attached, spend more quality
time together. LEO can wear on
your nerves, as sometimes they
might be quite stern.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive., 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** Those you care about
appear to be affable and ready to
open up. Avoid unneeded seriousness. Communication will
soar
if
you
stay
open.
Understanding and mutuality
bloom. Decide to do something
very different. Tonight: Ever playful.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You will decide to use your
pad as home base no matter
what your original plans were.
Others seek you out but you
want to make time specifically for
one other person. You could be
bowled over by what someone
offers. Tonight: Happy at home_
A talk might be very important.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Make that extra effort
with those you come into contact
with. Neighbors, relatives and
even new acquaintances appreciate that extra time and attention. If you feel weighed down by
someone's request, say so
Tonight: At a favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might act as if there is
no tomorrow. Still, situations do
present limits. Be realistic, and
everyone will have a good time.
Don't accept more invitations
than you can deal with. Take a
walk. Get exercise. Tonight:
Indulge.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Draw in what you want.
If you tend to doubt yourself or
become insecure, what seems
like a nearly sure given could fall
apart at the last minute. Your creativity soars. Get into a seasonal
sport with a child or loved one.
Tonight: The world is your oyster.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Step back. You might need
some downtime after the recent
hectic pace. You find the role of
observer interesting. A project on
the home front cannot be put off
any longer. Dig in. Be careful of
far-out health suggestions. Plan
on some private time. Tonight:
Add mystery to your many trademarks.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Friends might be

cheenng you on in one direction.
whereas events point you in
another You can juggle everything if you want to, but why/
Decide what would make you
happy A serious talk might be in
order. Listen well Tonight With
favorite people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stand up and state your
case. If you have had enough, let
others know it. Assume that your
wishes will be respected. An
expenditure can't be postponed
much longer. Check prices and
facts. Do all the necessary
groundwork. Tonight: The spotlight is on you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
***** You are the spark that
ignites others. You seem to get
people energized. but sometimes you might be put oft by
what heads down your path. Eye
the long-term and perhaps
understand what others experience. Tonight: Do something offbeat.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** It you have a complaint,
address it to the specific person
or a person who can make a difference. You might be suppressing some anger and frustration
which is preventing a situation
from
flowing.
Tonight
Togetherness. Light candles.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Opportunities will knock
on your door if you don't react to
someone's initial question If you
lie back and give people space.
they will relax and be more centered. Ask questions rather than
make decisions or judgments
Tonight: Very popular, and for
good reason.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Easy does it. You might
move from one issue to another
Perhaps someone keeps homing
in on the same subject line. Your
ability to stay even and observe
might very well save the day. You
don't need to voice everything
you are thinking. Tonight
Consider an early bedtime.
BORN TODAY
Rapper Mike Jones (1981). &et
Nigella Lawson (1960), comedian Rowan Atkinson (1955)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigarcom.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
LEDGER&TINES

Murray'sSource For The Most,
lip'To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery • Specialty Rods Cust24 Wing
Upholsters • Design Service Available

Doan Electrical
Services
indu sir lid, t umnici
and
I,
i

767 0433 350 0954
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

G&T Homebuilders
&Rom Report Additions,
IltywaN
Inks, Rim,
Presses %Met Slosh
Lomat
71
IMY
3
2
a
s

OOP

q&th glo

Key Kar Rental
Call -Don 7day!

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY

Faughn Used Cars

Murray Ledger & Times
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to ratify a 3 In year contract to
into return to work at the Murray
fundraising, the Murray Woman's Operation of the Tappan CompaClub inches toward the goal of ny The strike began June 23, 1975,
purchasing two Cairns-IRIS video according to Franklin Rushing,
imaging helmets for the Murray
union president. and Dave DickFire Department and Calloway erson, plant general manager
County Fire-Rescue. The club has
Herbert Erwin. 78. Rt. I. Hazel,
a two-year goal of raising about died today from injuries
sustained
$50,000 for the helmets
in a one-car accident near
In high school basketball Nashville, Tenn
games, Murray Tigers lost 65-50
Births reported include a boy
and Lady Tigers lost 62-34 to to Mr and Mrs Rob Epoch. Dec.
Marshall County teams with high
14
scorers being Aaron Howard and
40 years ago
Jeanne Maddox for Murray and
John Richard Peck of the 42nd
Laura Wright and Keith Morton Judicial District has taken the
for Marshall, Calloway Lakers oath of office from Gov. Edward
lost 55-41 to Fort Thomas High- T Breattun to take the place of
lands at the Fort Thomas Famous Judge Earl Osborne who resigned
Recipe Classic at Fort Thomas after he was sworn in recently
with David Greene as high scor- as Judge of Court of Appeals for
er for Calloway.
the first Appellate District
20 years ago
Published is a list of the 13
Beginning ttus year, people cases heard during the past week
who want to run for the circuit in the Murray City Court of Judge
court clerk's office will have to William H. (Jake) Dunn.
pass a five-part test to be eligiMr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
ble. The new Kentucky Supreme and Dr. and Mrs. H.H. Ray will
Court ruling, adopted last August, celebrate their 63rd wedding
calls for a minimum score of 70 anniversaries Jan. 7.
to get on the ballot Current holdSO years ago
ers of the office are exempt from
Jeff D Shroat has announced
the ruling.
his retirement after being in busiIn high school girls basket- ness for the past 38 years at
ball games, Calloway Lakers won Shroat Bros. Meat Market on
56-47 over Graves County Eagles North Fifth Street. Since Jan. I.
with Liz Marquardt as high scor- the business is now owned by
er for the Lakers, Murray Tigers his brother, L.C. Shroat, and will
won 55-48 over Carlisle County be known as Shrines Meat MarComets with Julia Bazzell as high ket.
scorer for the Tigers.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hendricks
Murray State University Rac- were honored Jan. 1 in celebraers won 69-53 over Kentucky State tion of their 55th wedding anniverin a basketball game with Jeff sary.
Martin as high scorer for the
Rev. Howard Nichols. pastor
Racers.
of First Christian Church. was
30 years ago
the speaker at a weekly meeting
By a vote of 302 to 181. of the Murray Rotary Club held
members of United Auto Work- at the Murray Woman's Club
ers Local 1068 voted yesterday. house.

Comics / FEATURES
Man's affair with one sister
threatens marriage to other
DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago I had an affair with a
woman I met at a local benefit. I'll call her "Desiree.• As
luck would have it. a few
years later. Desiree would
become my sister-in-law.
My wife has always been
jealous of
her •more
Attractive

DEAR ABBY: I am a young
woman who has entered the
workforce for the first time. I
work at a large company that
employs very few women.
Abby. I am a very average
girl who has never been the
center of attention, but here
at work it's a different story.
Here. I get treated like a supermodel.
People fawn over me. ask
me personal questions, ask me
out and just want to be my
fnend. It's hard to get work
done with so many men coaling by every day, and it's embarrassing for me.
I have tned to be cold to
some of them to get them to
stop coming by. but it doesn't work. How can I discourage random people from coming by just to say
and
have a conversation all the
time? They don't start conversations with all the men who
sit near me, so why should
they start one with me? Its
making me want to leave the
company and never come back.
-- PLAIN JANE IN TEXAS
DEAR PLAIN JANE: The
time has come to have a talk
with your supervisor or director of human resources about
this. What appears to be "friendliness" is hampering your work
performance and could be construed as sexual harassment.

sister. She
reminds me
of that fact
every time
we
visit.
Now
Desiree is
Dear Abby having
money problems, and
By Abigail
she's threatVan Buren
ening to tell
my wife about our "history"
if I don't accommodate her
needs.
My marriage is already on
thin ice because I ran over
my wife's dog and forgot our
anniversary in the same week.
What should I do? -- BLACKMAILED IN BURBANK
DEAR BLACKMAILED:
If you knuckle under to your
sister-in-law's threats, her
money problems will be over
and you will be paying her
off for the duration of your marriage. Be WIWI. Nip this in
the bud by telling your wife
everything. It isn't your fault Please do not leave the comthat you met her sister first. pany Instead, make a formal
You should thank your lucky report about what has been
stars that you wound up mar- happening. It is up to manrying the right one.
agement to put a stop to this
-- and if they don't, it should
be reported to the local labor
board.
41.•
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TodoldnNIstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Jan. 5. the
fifth day of 2007. There are 360
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Jan. 5.
1957, President Eisenhower, in an
address to Congress. proposed
offering military assistance to Middle Eastern countries so they could
resist Communist aggression, this
became known as the Eisenhower Doctrine.
On this date.

E3A13

0.0

In 1781. a British naval expedition led by Benedict Arnold
burned Richmond, Va.
In 1933, the 30th president of
the United States, Calvih Coolidge.
died in Northampton. Mass, at
age 60.
In 1949. ,in his State of the
Union address. President Truman
labeled his administration the Fair
Deal.
In 1970, Joseph A. Yablonski,
an unsuccessful candidate for the
presidency of the United Mine

US

13

Womework Pledge

When I help mychild
with homework:
I will make sure my chil

the assignment
I will helpniqchild
develop a strategy for
completing

Workers of America, was found
murdered with his wife and daughter at their Clarksville. Pa., home.
UMW President Anthony Boyle
and three others were convicted
of the killings.
In 1972, President Nixon
ordered development of the space
shuttle.
In 1994, Thomas P "Tip"
O'Neill. former speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives, died
in Boston at age 81.

DEAR ABBY: My sister
sent out an Invitation for a
baby shower to be held for
her son's wife. The invitation
gave the address where the
shower was to be held, and
at the bottom of the invitation was a handwritten note
that read:'To be held at 'Greg's'
new home.'
interpreted the note as a

"suggestion" that guests bring
a housewarming gift as well
as a baby gift. Otherwise, the
invitation would have just given
the address. Is this a new gimnot blame the DA Nor
mick now? To try to get as
teacher. School or Cl6f41)442
1;
1
6!
many gifts as people can? I
the public education
acknowledged the invitation by
system when 1 find
sending my regrets.
cut my answers
It just hit me the wrong
way. I now keep my distance
are wrons
from the family and do not
attend any family functions. I
rarely visit or have contact
with any of them. I would
appreciate your opinion. -- SISTER "LIZZY" IN ARIZONA
DEAR "LIZZY": I don't
know your sister, but if the
note at the bottom of the invitation was a bid for an extra
gift, it was certainly a veiled
one. Because you asked for
my opinion, I'll give it to you
straight: I think you overreacted.

D win

completely understa
t
the assi

Et I_0NI ID IIEC)

he

:es

Fridey. Jasestary S.30111 • fit

Sugarless gum
can cause diarrhea
DEAR DR. GOTT: I ate
a long-time fee of your column I admue the forthrightnem sod the humor with which
you handle the questions posed
by your reader,.
Flom time to time, you publish kitten
from readen
complaisiag
of Marshes
of unknown
cause. I suffered
for
five months
from such
diarrhea.
beginning in
November
2003. My
BY
physician
Dr. P0I0t Gott
had me tested for various microbial causes but all were negative. He
diagnosed IBS and had me
take dicyclonune, but the drug
did not help.
I systematically removed
various items from my diet,
but nothing stood out as a
cause of the diarrhea. Finally.
I recalled that sorbitol and
other sugar alcohols have a
!locative effect. As these alcohols are used as sweetening
agents in sugarless gum and

DICAR READER: Your Meer opens up a inallossee mid
necessary topic: leissinal reactions to artificial matimeners
nook you for writ*. Tb give
you related isformetios. I ma
sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Constipation
and Diarrhea." Odter readers
who would like a copy should
send a long. self-addressed
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter. PO Boa 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092 Be sure so
=oboe the tole.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
heard a lot said about Coca,
Cola or Pepsi or what have
you. It will rot your stomach,
etc., if you drink it V.ill ofIC
Coke a day hurt me' I have

Catt

about five a week sometimes
So how much is too much"
DEAR READER: A mod
est quantity of soda sup to a

can a day I should not be detnmental to your health. providing you are not diabetic or
overweight I am not aware
that these products "rot your
stomach" when consumed in

moderation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
big fan of your no-flour, nosugar diet. In following this
diet. I have been eating oatmeal for breakfast. I add dried
bluebemes, chemes and cranbemes to the oatmeal. I have
read that these fruits are very
good for you. Will I get the
same benefit from dried fruit
as from fresh fruit?

other dietetic foods, I cut out
sugarless gum. The next day.
the diarrhea was gone.
I had been chewing three
sticks of sugarless gum a day.

That amounts to 6 gams of
sorbitol or other sugar alcohols a day. Needless to say, I
DO longer use this gum. I keep
some around in case I become

DEAR READER: Yep The
benefits are the same
Because of your interest in
specific aspects of my no-flour.
no-sugar diet. I recommend
you read my book "Dr. Gott's
No Flour. No Sugar Diet"(Quill

constipated.
If I were a physician and
a patient complained of chronic diarrhea. I would ask, "Do
you chew sugarless gum or
consume dietetic desserts?"

Driver, 2006).

CootractBridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South. neither side vulnerable The bidding has gone.
West
North East
Smith
I•
Dble
1•
What woad you bid with each of
the tollowing lour hands?
1.•A83•Q6 * K652•Q174
2.•K754•K,1853 *Q92 41 6
3.•Q.18652•7•Q64 *A53
4.•96432•5 II A193 *185
•••
I. Two ootrutop. When your partner doubles for takeout, he usually
has at least the minimum v alucs for
an opening bid. If the next player
passes, you must bid regardless of
the relative strength of your hand
In today's problem. Last's bid has
relieved you of the obligation to
respond, and with a poor hand you

would definitely pass A voluntary
bid at this point would show at least
moderate values, While a jumpresponse would suggest game-going
possibilities
This 12-point hand might easily
produce a game in notrump opposite
a double, arid a jump-response is
therefore in order The absence of a
heart stopper should not deter you

from bidding two notrump, as partner is virtually certain to have some
heart strength.
2. Double. Fast

is probably hors-

mg around. and Ow best way ot
exposing his iniquity is hy doubling
If the bidding takes a new tun%
which is highly likely, you can r
bid spades. Partner will thus
apprised of your heart and sp..
length as well as I hC modc.i.i...neoesaary for such
:rit
ehar spades. iame in spade
,•
bidngstr
extremely likely opposite J dolah
and die simplest way ot transni
this message is by bidding it
would have thought game rothad partner ‘Ipened the bidding d
dealer, and vou should tee] .
sma
:ohrse
csb
. ullish here, as he has try:
support for spades as well as opei,
Last's interference hid shou1,1
affect your outlook in any way
hand is worth about 12 points,
tng distribution, and there should
little doubt in your mind that tow
spades is the nett spot
4. One spade. With sly high-card
points arid a singleton, you have
enough strength tor a voluntary tad.
so you should act at this point 01
course, your spades are nothing
brag about, but bidding them is much
better than not bidding at all
Remember that you're leanine xi an
opening bid by partner vy 1th some
support for spades

Tomorrow: All's well that ends well
CNVOIOngiorwres.w.dwairin.
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This undated photo, provided by the Disney Channel, shows David Reivers, left, and Corbin
Bleu in a scene from the channel's original movie "Jump In!," which premieres next Friday.

'High School Musical' star keeps
busy with concert, new movie
By LYNN ELBER

AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (API —
Corbin Bleu is living a rock
star's life, or at least a wellscrubbed Disney version.
The 17-year-old actor of
"High School Musical" fame
is on a nationwide concert tour
that's delivering the young cast
of Disney Channel's hit TV
movie to fans, who amount to
horde status at each stop.
The 40-city schedule is hectic, the bus travel is taxing
and the audiences are in full
scream. To hear Bleu tell it,
there isn't enough time — or
energy — for outrageous rocker misbehavior.
"At this moment, I am ready
to fall." Bleu said by phone
from New York, a few hours
before a Long Island concert.
"Last night, we finished our
show (in Washington, attended
by 14,000-plus), got on the
bus, drove until 4 in the morning to get here, then woke up
to go to a hotel.
"At 6:30 a.m., we got up
to do *Good Morning America.' Then we came here to do
the show," he said. "The thing
is, I'm having so much fun
that it's hard to notice when
my adrenaline goes."
In between the concerts.
which began in San Diego in
late November and are set to
end Jan. 29 in Los Angeles,
Bleu is promoting a new Disney Channel movie,"Jump In!",
debuting Friday, Jan. 12.
This time, he's the star.
-That sounds so weird, that
kind of thing," he said, laughing at the heady title being
affixed to him. It's among the
refreshingly unstudied reactions
from Bleu, who is poised
beyond his years but comes
across like an actual teenager
(of the good-natured variety).
He plays a younger boy,
lzzy, in "Jump In!", about a
14-year-old New Yorker from
a long line of boxing champions who's expected to keep
the tradition alive. He's on board
until he discovers another, very
different sport — double-Dutch
jump rope.
Far removed from the realm
of typical playground games,
the athletic version uses two
ropes moving at rapid-fire speed
and relies on gymnastics, martial-arts moves and complex
dance steps.

There's a gulf as well honing for roles in New York
between the frothy "High he would bring Bleu along in
School Musical," in which he a knapsack. Soon, the father's
played a basketball hotshot, agents were suggesting the phoand "Jump In!", Bleu said.
togenic boy try for his own
The new movie is "a whole gigs.
different tone, more gritty, more
He started appearing in print
urban. Even the look of the ads and commercials at age 2,
movie is darker," he said."What then moved on to films (includI'm hoping is (fans) see I can ing "Catch That Kid," "Galaxy
play a jock who's always up, Quest" and "Soldier"), stage
but can play more a soft-spo- ("Footloose," "Grease")and TV
ken edgier guy. I'm just hop- ("Flight 29 Down,"
"Hannah
ing it can show my different
Montana" and "Malcolm &
characters."
Eddie").
Bleu still boasts his gloriThe work "was playtime, it
ous mop of hair in the film,
was Corbin getting to be around
which co-stars Keke Palmer
people and adults, which he
("Akeelah and the Bee") and
was so used to and so loved
an actor close to Bleu's heart,
doing,"
Reivers said. "But at
his real-life dad, David Reivers.
the same time, my wife and I
Reivers, who has appeared
always made sure that school
in TV series including "24,"
was important."
"My Name is Earl" and
Although Bleu attended the
"Charmed" and in "Poseidon"
and other films, plays Izzy's Los Angeles County High
dad, a former boxer who's School for the Arts (finishing
unsettled by his son's decision work for his degree with home
to abandon the family pursuit. schooling) and studied dance
Working with his father, with Debbie Allen, he planned
who's also his longtime acting on becoming a pediatrician until
coach, was a goal for Bleu: a year ago.
After attending a program
"I look up to him so much. I
always said the three people I at John Hopkins University that
want to work with are John- immerses students in medicine,
ny Depp, Denzel Washington he realized he had to pick
and my dad. There's one off between his passions.
my list."
"The decision was tough;
Reivers, accompanying Bleu medicine is something I love.
on the tour, returns the com- But I love acting way too much
pliment. He and his wife. and I wouldn't give it up for
Martha, also have three daugh- the world," he said.
ters.
He's also added singing to
"It was probably the best his repertoire, with the conworking experience of my life. cert tour and his own CD comCoaching Corbin his whole life, ing out. Bleu is living a dream
we know each other." said that materializes for few, his
Reivers, who calls Bleu "an father said.
old soul" and proudly deems
"Starting with the success
him one of the best young
of 'High School Musical,' my
actors around.
speech to him has been, `Real
Both Reivers and Bleu —
ly enjoy the moment.' ... You
who dropped the family name
may have a successful career
so the two could have separate professional identities — after this, but you may never
appreciated the movie's por- have anything like this. So take
trayal of a black man, a wid- what you can from this and
ower, who is devoted to his enjoy the ride."
The teenager says he gets
children.
"People don't get to see it, and so do his concert copositive
African-American stars Lucas Grabeel, Vanessa
father figures (in movies) real- Hudgens and Ashley Tisdale.
ly working hard to raise their
"We all realized that this is
kids in positive ways and not a huge moment in our career
have it be about drugs or alco- right now, and you never know
hol or something negative," happens. Is it going to continReivers said.
ue or stop. So we're just all
Bleu was literally carried into taking in every single moment,
acting on his father's shoul- from being up on that stage
ders: When Reivers was audi- to riding the bus."
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